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Michael Gavin of Dundonnell, Taughmaconnell, Ballinasloe, Co. Roscommon, Farmer,
Bachelor, was born in 1932. His story highlight the injustice and financial elder abuse
that is prevalent in the Irish legal system today. The Solicitors the very ones who you
would expect to uphold the law, as far as I am concerned serve themselves first and
foremost.
All the information in this book is the whole truth and nothing but the truth. It records
events that took place since Michael Gavin’s brother Pat Gavin died Intestate on the
10th of October, 2005. If you have further questions or need clarification of some of the
material contained in this document feel free to contact me, all are welcome.
Summary
Michael Gavin and his brother Pat lived together all their lives over 70 years in their humble home
Dundonnell, Taughmaconnell in south Roscommon. After Pat died intestate on 10th October 2005,
Michael Gavin continued farming and caring for the farm animals as he had always done.
The Department of Agriculture appointed Michael Gavin herd keeper for the animals after his
brother’s death. Robert Marren Solicitor refused to award Michael compensation from the grant
moneys paid down from the department.
If Michael Gavin did not continue the farming of the land then the estate would not be entitled
to claim the Entitlements.
Michael Gavin offered to buy the farm from the next of kin beneficiaries, but they would agree to
nothing and matters came to a head when under the guidance of Tony McLynn Solicitor Athlone they
summoned Michael to the High Court in Dublin in an effort to sell the house along with the farm,
making out that they would have difficulty selling the farm on its own. Their Solicitor Tony
McLynn of T&N McLynn Solicitors, Athlone was well aware that Michael had a right to reside in the
family home for the rest of his days as per his fathers will, but that did not prevent them squandering
the Estate Assets. Three days in total were spent in the High court, the first of which they did not
attend, the second they spent in a waiting room arguing among themselves and on the phone to other
beneficiaries in the United States of America. Finally on the third day the Judge refused their request
to sell the roof over his head.
The High Court appointed Robert Marren Solictor, Mullingar administrator for the estate.
Subsequently Michael Gavin and his sister Eileen Linney had one and only one meeting with Mr.
Robert Marren Solicitor at his office located on Castle Street Mullingar, at which he enquired if they
had their wills made. He informed them he intended to hire an additional accountant to oversee the
accounts. Michael Gavin and Eileen Linney profusely objected to this and told him it was an
unnecessary expense for the estate, but he bulldozed ahead regardless.
The issue of non-payment of grants from the Department of Agriculture to Michael Gavin the
appointed herd keeper used up many a letter and despite the fact that 2 of his estranged sisters Anne
Sanford, Wellesley, Mass USA & Kathleen O’Keefe, Glanmire, Cork promised to buy feed stuffs and
also promised that he would be reimbursed at closing. Michael never got a cent and in essence he was
forced to use my old age pension and savings to feed the animals that would have starved otherwise
for 9 years. They had no objection to accepting the gross payments from the sale of the animals, and
although Mr Marren “made a decision” to finally accept his claim to owning half of the cattle and all
of the sheep he could not see the logic to paying out the grant monies associated with same.
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The beneficiaries failed to accept that Michael Gavin is entitled to half the farming profits (i.e. half
the net proceeds of the Department of Agriculture Grants from 2005-2013 inclusive, after deduction
of Income Tax paid in respect of the joint farming operation) and/or in the alternative, fair
compensation for work done and services rendered by me in looking after the deceased’s animals over
the period.
How can the estate expect to have it both ways? Michael Gavin should be awarded either the grant
monies paid by the Department of Agriculture for the nine years he looked after all the animals, or in
the alternative Michael should be paid reasonable farm labours wages and refunds for the expenses
incurred in running the farm as appointed herd keeper by the Department of Agriculture.
Anne Sanford, Kathleen O’Keefe and the next of kin namely Mike Harte, Brenda Harte Waters,
Michelle Harte, Philomena Duffy, Patrick Duffy, Catherine Duffy Kelly and Noel Duffy cannot have
it both ways. They cannot on the one hand expect to receive the monies from the sale of my late
brother Pat Gavin’s livestock together with the gross payments received from the Department of
Agriculture, without incurring any expense for the minding, looking after and caring for the animals
down through the years.
Catherine O’Conner’s Account Summary 24/02/2012 shows that throughout the entire farming period
between 2005 and 2012 the cattle sales came to a figure of €46,589 and the expenses came to a figure
of €45,918. Accordingly, the expenses in running the farm were almost equal to the proceeds of sale
of livestock. Therefore the profit from the farming operation represented the monies received each
year from the Department of Agriculture under the single Payment Scheme, the Disadvantaged Area
Scheme and any other Schemes of the Department of Agriculture, less any income tax payable to the
state arising out of the farming operation.
Those we have spoken to in relation to this matter FAIL to see the logic to the beneficiaries reluctance
to see reason in this matter, how do they expect Michael Gavin to labour for free for 9 years at his
own expense and pay vets fees and fodder to fatten cattle so that those that do nothing can reap the
rewards of the GROSS profits. Michael Gavin believes with every bone in his body that he is entitled
to be paid for the work done and services rendered and monies expended by him in looking after his
brother’s livestock from the time his brother died up to the time the animals were sold, this you will
appreciate involved the daily herding and looking after the animals to include feeding of the animals
in Winter months to include purchase of food stuffs and discharging vets fees etc.
By denying Michael Gavin a half share in the profits it means that Michael Gavin WAS WORKING
FOR NOTHING over the years in question from October, 2005 through to 2013. This is totally
unjust and totally unacceptable.
Michael Gavin will not accept the present situation which is totally unfair and leaves him without any
compensation whatsoever for his time and trouble in looking after the animals on behalf of the estate
and also deprives Michael Gavin of any profit he may have earned in the rearing and looking after his
own animals.
Please find enclosed a detailed breakdown of the net amount €116,789.11 due to Michael Gavin out
of the Single Payment Entitlements representing his ½ share in the profits from farming the lands,
which was also sent to Mr. Robert B. Marren, Solicitor, on the 5th of December, 2015 for his
consideration. You will note that all Michael is looking for is his fair share of the profits in the
running of the farm and fair compensation for the work he did in looking after the animals.
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The lands were eventually auctioned and Michael Gavins 2 estranged sisters Anne Sanford,
Wellesley, Mass USA & Kathleen O’Keefe, Glanmire, Cork placed the winning bid, however did not
close in the required 30 day time frame. The 2 sisters got the consent from the remaining next of kin
to waive their share, so they were required to hand over just 1/3 of the purchase money with the
agreed condition that they would cover the expenses associated with the Property Auction. They
visited with Michael twice and requested that he buy the property of them and then suggested they
would put the land up for sale but never did.
Mr. Robert Marren Solicitor refused to pay out Michael Gavin and his sister Eileen Linney’s share of
the proceeds from the land sale despite the fact that he had same in his possession for nearly 2 years.
He went on to threaten them that he intended to distribute the Estate Assets if they did not hire a
Solicitor to issue proceedings to prevent him doing so despite their founded objections, namely
€116,789.11 compensation for minding the animals for 9 years and the amount awarded to each for
the land sale was short €12,500 each plus interest from the time Mr. Marren Received the funds.
Instructions were given to Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone through their family Solicitor John
Glynn Patrick Hogan & Co. Ballinasloe, to engage with Mr. Robert Marren on their behalf.
However Tony Henry, Tormeys Solicitor did not undertake these instructions, nor did he inform them.
So Michael and Eileen did not realize what had happened until the deficient checks arrived in the
post.
Michael and Eileen met with Mr. Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone, some 2 weeks after,
however he saw no fault in what he done or failed to do for that matter. He suggested they could
engage him to sue Mr. Marren at a cost of up to €100,000, 3 years in court and advised Michael to
take his age of 83 years into consideration.
Complaints were made to the Law Society of Ireland with regard to Mr Robert Marrens
Administration of the Estate and Mr. Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Failure to undertake explicit
instructions. Needless to say no fault was found. Then Tony Henry had a cheek to scribe the letter he
did to Eileen Linney a defenceless widow. The letter arrived the day before the letter from the
Independent Adjudicator’s who, no surprise found no fault in the manner in which the Law Society of
Ireland dealt with the complaints made. Begs the question how come Henry knew before they did and
why did he not act as speedily to undertake the instructions given him on their behalf originally?
Michael and Eileen were later informed that Robert Marren refused to pay John Glynn, Solicitor,
Patrick Hogan & Co. until they stopped threatening him as he puts it by reporting him to the Law
Society of Ireland. Also a reliable source told them that Willie Penrose TD BL stated he had not
received his payment from Robert Marren, Solicitor, Mullingar. When this was reported to the Law
Society they threatened to block further emails.
Letters registered and certified were sent to Willie Penrose TD BL to inform him that a file was being
prepared for the Garda Fraud Squad in relation to Mr. Robert Marren’s administration of the estate of
Michael Gavin’s late brother Patrick Gavin’s estate.
Peter D. Jones State Solicitor acting for Robert B. Marren wrote to elderly 84 year old Michael Gavin
threatening him not to peaceful protest outside his client’s office in Mullingar.
Michael Gavin and his followers defied Mr. Peter D. Jones State Solicitor and held 2 further peaceful
protests outside Mr. Robert B. Marren’s office, then wrote to Peter D. Jones State Solicitor and
informed him that a file was being prepared for the Garda Fraud Squad and requesting documentary
7

evidence of 7 items and answers to 20 question in relation to his client Mr. Robert Marren’s
administration of the estate of Michael Gavin’s late brother Patrick Gavin’s estate.
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Bones of Contention

With Mr. Robert B. Marren Solicitor Mullingar
1. Allowed confusion to arise in relation to the exact disbursement of funds held by him;
2. Grossly delayed, without reasonable explanation, the administration of the estate, the
deceased person having died in 2005 some ten years ago;
3. Showed a complete disregard for the interests of the beneficiaries, whom Mr. Marren,
Solicitor, knew to be elderly, and by his conduct is depriving two of the beneficiaries, of the
enjoyment of their share in the estate;
4. Provided an inadequate professional service and it is not of a quality that could reasonably be
expected of a solicitor. There is no good reason why Mr Marren did not “bite the bullet” and
pay over the full €82,500 when he received the funds way back on 27th of May 2013.
5. Being reluctant to resolve the issue in isolation to the rest of the Estate;
6. Not provided the detailed bill of costs to include a detailed breakdown of how the figure of
€40,892.53 representing fees paid to Robert Marren & Co. were arrived at. The legal and
auctioneering fees are excessive, and Michael Gavin and Eileen Linney should not be charged
for same as the beneficiaries on the other side agreed to waive them. 05/07/13 Marron to
Gavin and Linney enclosing copy letter dated 3rd of July, 2013 from T & N McLynn;
7. Breached the following regulation of the solicitors’ account regulations, 2001: • Regulation
4(2): by failing without delay to pay monies held or controlled by them in respect of outlays
not yet disbursed into client account and failing to treat such monies in all respects as client
money;
8. Breached the following regulation of the solicitors’ account regulations, 2001: Regulation 5:
by holding monies to which they were beneficially entitled in a client account for longer than
three months in respect of outlays already disbursed, or which should have been the subject
matter of a bill of costs furnished to the client concerned;
9. Brought the solicitors profession into disrepute;
10. Denied Michael Gavin a share in the farming profits, to the extent that Michael Gavin was
working for nothing over the 9 years in question from October, 2005 through to 2013;
11. Provided an inadequate professional service and it is not of a quality that could reasonably be
expected of a solicitor with regards to the explanation he provides to explain how he arrived
at his decision to award the moneys received from the sale of Pat Gavin’s livestock together
with the Gross payments received from the Department of Agriculture without deducting any
expense for the minding, looking after, feeding and caring for the animals for the nine years
from 2005 to 2014;
12. Delayed making the decision regarding Michael Gavin’s share in the farming profits and
rightful share of the grant monies received from the Department of Agriculture until the very
end with the draft distribution account that contained countless errors on 18th September,
2014. Michael Gavin was lied to and led to believe that he would be refunded at closing by
some of the beneficiaries. Why did Mr. Marren make a decision around March 2013 to accept
Michael Gavin’s claim to owning half the livestock and all the sheep? But yet for no logical
reason refuses to award him the net amount €116,789.11 due to him out of the Single
Payment Entitlements representing my ½ share in the profits from farming the lands, which
was also sent to Mr. Marren, Solicitor, on the 5th of December, 2015 for his consideration.
There is no good reason why he took advantage of Michael Gavin’s good nature and delayed
his decision in this matter until the end;
13. Squandered the Estate assets by hiring an additional accountant against my wishes at a cost of
€8,751.45;
14. Accounting mistakes and lack of clarity;
9

15. Forced elderly Michael Gavin and widowed Eileen Linney to incur additional unnecessary
expenses in drafting documents and letters time and time again to prove their claim;
16. Not furnished a detailed statement of all the legal costs to his client. Under Section 68 of
the Solicitors (Amendment) Act, 1994 provides for charges to clients. Under these provisions
a solicitor should furnish a detailed statement of all the legal costs to his client;
17. Not furnished a copy of Solicitor T & N McLynn’s Bill of Costs for the handsome fee of
€38,941.00;
18. Provided incorrect invoice for Catherine O’Conner Accountant. Catherine O’Conner’s
invoice states Total Amount Due €584.25 while Cash Account dated 18th July, 2014 “Fees
paid to Catherine O’ Connor €6,857.25;
19. Not provided an invoice for William Penrose B.L. or explanation of why his opinion was
sought for €1,230.00;
20. Not provided an invoice for John Dolan Auctioneer and breakdown of the fee he was paid.
Auctioneer John Dolan did advertise the auction extensively with full and half page ads in the
local newspapers. However based on the amount of interest and bids made at the auction,
these ads served no purpose other than to promote John Dolans Auctioneering service as a
whole. A free mention in the local parish newsletter would have sufficed.

With Mr. Toney Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone
1. Showed a complete disregard for the instruction of Michael Gavin and Eileen Linney, whom
Mr. Henry, Solicitor, knew to be elderly, and by his conduct has deprived them the
opportunity to have their objections addressed, and their €82,500 1/6 share of the land from
the auction dealt with in isolation to the rest of the estate. Not to mention Michael Gavin’s
share in the farming profits net amount €116,789.11 due to him out of the Single Payment
Entitlements representing his ½ share in the profits from farming the lands.
2. Provided an inadequate professional service and it is not of a quality that could reasonably be
expected of a Solicitor. There is no good reason why Mr Henry did not at least telephone Mr.
Marren in an effort to avoid further proceedings;
3. Provided an inadequate professional service and it is not of a quality that could reasonably be
expected of a Solicitor with regards to his reluctance to deal with any of our correspondence,
and basically sit on the files for over 2 months.
4. It would appear that Tony Henry, Solicitor, by not undertaking to provide formal notification
to Mr. Robert Marren, Solicitor (on or before the 16th of January) as instructed to do so
previously by John Glynn, Solicitor, of the intention to institute proceedings in order to
prevent Mr. Marren’s distribution of the Estate of Patrick Gavin, Deceased, was seeking to
waste assets in further litigation, and incur enormous legal expenses of €60,000 to €100,000
based on his estimates and a further 3 years in court.
5. Forced Elderly Michael Gavin and Eileen Linney to incur additional unnecessary expenses.

With the Beneficiaries and their Solicitor T & N McLynn Athlone
1. They summoned Elderly Michael Gavin to the High Court in an effort to sell the roof over his
head along with the lands among other things knowing full well that he was entitled to reside
in the house for the rest of my days as per my late Fathers will.
2. They tricked Michael Gavin into minding the estate animals and broke promises that they
would buy food nuts for the farm animals and also promised Michael Gavin that he would be
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compensated for minding the farm animals at closing and awarded the grant monies from the
department of Agriculture.
3. They prepared and tricked Michael Gavin into signing their lease agreement on 27th August
without providing Michael Gavin an opportunity to read over same carefully or to consider
the matter. Consequently Michael Gavin was forced to get legal advice in order to amend a
number of the conditions including his agreement to “having fully restored the lands to
grassland by ploughing and reseeding by no later than the 31st of July 2015.” Lands that were
never used for tillage, and even if they were who would commit to a short term 1 year lease
with that condition. This is underhanded and highlights the inadequate professional service
provided by Solicitor T&N McLynn, Athlone. It is not of a quality that could reasonably be
expected of a solicitor and served no purpose other than to force Michael Gavin to incur
additional unnecessary expenses for legal advice to draft letters in response to the lease
agreement they tricked Michael Gavin into signing. One would question also whether T&N
McLynn is guilty of Misconduct by tending to bring the solicitors profession into disrepute.

With the Law Society of Ireland
1. Their failure to find any fault with Rober B. Marren Solicitor based on the 8 complaints made
to them in regard to how Mr. Marren Solicitor Administered the Estate of Pat Gavin.
2. The Law Societies failure to find fault with the fact that Mr. Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors,
did not undertake the instructions given him on Michael Gavin and Eileen Linney’s behalf
through another Solicitor.
3. Letter from Tony Watson Solicitor with threat to block Michael Gavin’s emails in an attempt
to quench the truth of what occurred. What an immature approach for a man in his position
“Deputy Head of Complaints and Clients Relations Section” to adopt.

With Peter D. Jones State Solicitor
1. Peter D. Jones State Solicitor threatened elderly Michael Gavin not to peaceful protest outside
his client Mr. Robert B. Marren’s Office Mullingar.
2. Peter D. Jones State Solicitor refuses to respond to correspondence.
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Correspondence between Michael Gavin, Eileen Linney & Robert Marren Solicitor
17/12/2007 Statement of Michael Gavin to Patrick Hogan & Company dated 17th of December, 2007
relative to his ownership of half the cattle and all the sheep on the deceased’s lands, incorporating
his history of dealings between himself and his deceased brother, Patrick Gavin clarifying how he
came to be owner of half the livestock and all of the sheep.
12/07/12 Gavin & Linney to Marren enquiring how he proposes to deal with the administration of the
Estate and enclosing two separate lists of animals remaining on the lands, one being a list of Estate
animals and the other being a list of Michael Gavin’s own animals, which lists were prepared on the
29th of June, 2012 with the assistance of James Haverty;
14/08/2012 Gavin & Linney to Marren disagreeing with the suggestion that the lands be registered in
the names of the beneficiaries;
18/09/2012 Marren to Gavin & Linney re-proposed sale of lands and also with reference to
appointment of an independent Accountant who has being requested to liaise with Catherine
O’Connor, Accountant for the late Patrick Gavin and requesting closure of joint account at the bank of
Ireland, Ballinasloe and transfer of funds to credit of the Administrators Account;
Oct/2012 Gavin & Linney to Marren confirming that they had asked Catherine O'Connor to calculate
what monies were due by Michael Gavin to the Estate and as soon as she had finalised figures, that
Michael Gavin would be prepared to pay over whatever sum was due to the Estate as so determined
and agreed;
15/11/12, Marren to Gavin & Linney - advising that he had appointed John Dolan, Auctioneer for sale
of the lands and requesting that the remainder of the animals be sold and the proceeds of sale lodged
with him and requesting that the entire proceeds of the Bank of Ireland Account in Ballinasloe be
forwarded to his office before he would be in a position to adjudicate on rival claims as to ownership
of the funds;
07/12/12, Gavin & Linney to Marren stating that Bank Draft in the sum of €12,345 which they paid to
him on the 23rd of October, 2012 represented the amount due to the Estate as calculated by Catherine
O'Connor, Accountant in the sum of €16,345 less the sum of €4,000 paid by Michael Gavin out of his
own monies to Messrs. Feehily Stone, Boyle for erection of headstone and surround over their late
brother's grave, together with copy of account summary of Catherine O'Connor showing how she
arrives at the nett sum of €16,345 as being due by Michael Gavin to the deceased's Estate;
11/01/13 Marren to Gavin & Linney requesting that he be furnished with documentary evidence in
support of Michael Gavin's claim to ownership of half cattle and all of sheep;
16/01/13 Marren to Gavin & Linney replying to separate letter received by him from Michael Gavin
objecting to sale of commonage stating there was no basis on which Michael Gavin could claim a
Squatters title as against the interest of his deceased brother, Pat to an 11/25th share in the
commonage and also pointing out that the commonage provided a separate access to the lands at
Glennanea;
25/01/13 Gavin to Marren with statement from James Haverty as to his dealings with the late
Patrick Gavin and Michael Gavin in connection with the sale of their livestock over the years;
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20/02/13 Gavin to Marren and John Dolan, Auctioneer, incorporating bid of €250,000 for purchase of
property prior to Auction;
05/03/13 Gavin to Marren enquiring as to what he was to do with the remaining cattle on the lands
which were not ready for sale seeing that the lands had now been sold and enquiring as to the closing
date of the sale and enquiring as to who was to be responsible for the feeding and looking after of the
animals;
***14/03/13 Marren to Gavin & Linney, letter confirming that he had made a decision to accept the
claim of Michael Gavin to ownership of half the cattle and all the sheep;
28/03/13 Gavin to Marren pointing out that the sum of €4,000 had not been deducted by Mr. Glynn,
Solicitor in respect of the amount due to Messrs. Feehily Stone, Boyle and also requesting that if his
sisters were prepared to let the lands to him at a reasonable price that he would be prepared to
purchase the remaining animals from the Estate and fmailv. seeking payment of half the Single
Payment Entitlements on the basis that these payments represented the profits from farming the lands,
that he was entitled to 50% of same;
17/05/13 Gavin to Marren enquiring if sale of lands had been completed;
30/05/13 Marren to Linney - advising that sale was not closed on the 22nd of April, 2013 and that he
was obliged to serve a Completion Notice on Purchasers and advising that he had received a proposal
from the Purchasers advising that they had received a Waiver from the Duffy and Harte children
waiving their interests in their respective shares of the proceeds of sale of the auction, stating that the
Purchasers proposed that on completion of the sale they would hand over 2/61J-1 of the total price,
which would equate to a 1/6th interest to Eileen Linney and a further 1/6th interest to Michael Gavin
amounting to €82,500 each;
14/06/13 Gavin to Marren incorporating a counter proposal for payment of the sum of €82,500 to each
of the purchasers, in addition to discharging all the expenses in connection with the sale, subject to the
rest of the next of kin waiving their interests in his favour;
05/07/13 Marren to Gavin & Linney enclosing copy letter dated 3rd of July, 2013 from T & N
McLyim, Solicitors on behalf of Sanford and O'Keeffe stating that purchasers re prepared to
discharge Messrs. Gavin & Linnev's share of the expenses in connection with the sale and
confirming that their clients were not prepared to take up Michael Gavin's offer to purchase;
14/07/13 Copy draft proposed letter from Michael Gavin to Mr. Marren in response to his letter of the
5th of July, 2013 with suggested amendment thereto (it is not known whether or not this letter was
sent by Michael Gavin to Mr. Marren but it is assumed that it was so sent);
*06/02/14 Marren to Linney advising he was finalising matters relating to sale of lands and with
reference to liabilities payable out of the estate;
*28/02/14 Marren to Gavin & Linney re-costs due to P. Hogan & Co., and re-finalisation of sale of
lands;
*25/04/14 Marren to Gavin & Linney re-arrangements to close sale seeking possession of lands and
requesting removal of remaining animals on lands;
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*26/05/14 Marren to Gavin & Linney seeking confirmation that livestock had been sold and lands
vacated to facilitate completion of sale;
*29/05/14 Marren to Linney enclosing copy Bill of Costs received from Hogan & Co., for work done
in connection with Estate and also requesting sale of sheep and cattle remaining on lands and advising
that sale could not be completed until animals removed from lands;
*26/06/14 Marren to Linney advising re-delay in finalising sale of lands owing to non-removal of
livestock and fact that they had to be tested before sale and seeking cooperation in having animals
tested and sold;
26/08/14 Michael Gavin to Kathleen O'Keeffe and Ann Sanford with reference to a letting agreement
which Michael Gavin signed at the request of Kathleen O'Keeffe on the lands on the Saturday prior to
the 26th of August, 2014 with copy letting agreement;
27/08/14 McLynn, Solicitors to Michael Gavin confirming that the Lease was for the purposes of
grazing/meadow and not for tillage/con acre;
11/09/14 Michael Gavin to McLynn, Solicitor setting forth further required amendments to proposed
letting agreement and enclosing letting agreement as amended; (No response was ever subsequently
received from Messers. McLynn, Solicitors to this letter) ;
18/09/14 Marren to Michael Gavin enclosing draft Distribution Account together with Cash Account
dated 18th of July, 2014 calculating benefit due to Michael Gavin at a figure of €97,918.22 (to include
his 1/6th share of gross proceeds of sale);
22/09/14 Marren to Patrick Hogan & Company requesting clarification on whether or not Patrick
Hogan & Company paid out the sum of €4.000 to Messrs. Feehily Stone in respect of the headstone
and grave works;
26/09/14 Hogan & Co., to Marren & Co., pointing out that the sum of €4,000 paid by Michael Gavin
and Eileen Linney to Messrs. Feehily Stone was paid by them out of their own monies and not on
their behalf by Patrick Hogan & Company and enclosing a copy of Capital Account dated 24th of
February, 2012, previously furnished to Marren & Co with copy of the footnotes attached thereto;
17/10/14 Michael Gavin to Marren - querying in detail the proposed Distribution Account prepared by
Mr. Marren and enclosed with his letter of the 18th of September and enclosing on a "without
prejudice" basis, a further amended cash account for approval by Mr. Marren seeking adjustments for
monies due to Michael Gavin and to the Estate to include a refund to Michael Gavin of 50% of the
Single Payment Entitlements received during the period from 2005 through to 2012;
11/11/14 Michael Gavin to Robert Marren pointing out that his sisters, Messrs. Sanford & O'Keeffe
were leasing the lands to other neighbours, while at the same time, Michael Gavin and his sister,
Eileen had not been paid the sum of €82,500 as agreed out of the proceeds of sale and threatening
proceedings if same was not paid within 7 days;
11/11/14 Marren to Gavin incorporating detailed reply to Michael Gavin's letter of the 17th of
October, 2014, together with the following enclosures: a) Revised adjusted Distribution Account dated 12/11/14 with notes attaching thereto;
b) Memo of payments received and payments outstanding from Department of Agriculture;
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c) Whelans Tax Solutions Invoice dated 23/10/14;
d) Patrick Hogan & Company Statement of monies on hands as at 23/05/11;
e) Damien Hannigan & Company Limited, Account of fees due dated 15/11/13;
f) Detailed Invoice dated 31/01/14 of Whelans Tax Solutions;
g) Invoice dated 30/01/14 of O'Connor & Co., Accountants;
h) Robert Marren & Co., Cash Account dated 09/05/14;
i) Robert Marren & Co., Cash Account dated 18/07/14.
05/12/14 Michael Gavin to Marren & Co., in reply to their letter of the 11th of November,
incorporating claim of Michael Gavin to half Single Payment Entitlements, after deduction of Income
Tax paid by the Estate on farming income, together with claim for payment of half agricultural wages
due to Michael Gavin for minding the deceased's livestock from 10th of October, 2005 to 27th of
May, 2013, less allowance for half letting value of lands, together with the following: a) Schedule incorporating particulars of claim;
b) Schedule of wages due under the Statutory Minimum Remuneration of Agricultural Workers for
period from 10/10/99 to 27/05/13.
05/12/14 Marren & Co., to Michael Gavin advising that unless he was in receipt of legal proceedings
instituted before the 19th of December, he intended to proceed with the distribution of the Estate;
16/12/14 Michael Gavin to Marren & Co., rejecting his proposed Distribution Account and advising
that he intended to proceed to take proceedings and that if he attempted to effect any distribution of
the Estate without his consent, that any such proceedings would be taken against him personally;
22/12/14 Marren to Gavin threatening that unless he heard from Gavin's Solicitor by the 16th of
January, next that Mr. Gavin intended to institute proceedings, that he would proceed with the
proposed distribution, as previously advised.
14/01/2015 John Glynn Patrick Hogan & Co. Solicitors to Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors pointing
out the Marren threated to distribute the estate and requesting that he write/ring Marren and confirm
that he was acting in the matter and in the process of sending case to counsel.
06/02/2015 Gavin & Linney to Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitor requesting he write to Mr. Marren and
seek answers to 7 questions.
03/03/2015 Linney to Henry Tomerys Solicitors Hand written note requesting reply to previous letter.
11/04/2015 Linney to Marren Requesting answers to 5 questions.
13/04/2015 Gavin to Marren Requesting answers to 7 questions.
22/04/2015 Marren to Linney answers to 5 questions.
09/05/2015 Gavin to Marren stating objections to Marren’s 7 answers
19/05/2015 Linney to Marren stating objections to Marren’s 5 answers
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09/06/2015 Linney to Marren informing him of complaints to Law Society and demands
16/06/2015 Linney to Henry informing him of complaints to Law Society and demands
17/06/2015 Linney to Marren pointing out bill of costs provides no detail and requesting a number of
invoices and conformation of bills paid again.
29/06/2015 Law Society to Linney rejecting complaints against Robert Marren stating Mr Marren
distributed the estate based on his client’s very clear instructions.
29/06/2015 Law Society to Linney rejecting complaints against Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors
01/07/2015 Linney to Law Society requesting explanation to their stating Mr Marren distributed the
estate based on his client’s very clear instructions. Requesting the Law Society to reconsider the
matter and pay attention to 20 points of contention.
02/07/2015 Linney to Law Society expressing dissatisfaction at the Law Society’s reluctance to
investigate Mr. Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors and providing details of chain of events in relation to
dealing with Tony Henry. Requesting the Law Society to reconsider the matter and pay attention to 5
points of contention with Mr Henry Tormeys Solicitors.
11/07/2015 Linney & Gavin to Marren & Law Society. Response to Mr. Marren’s refusal to pay John
Glynn Solicitor and drawing attention to Mr. Marrens Bully Boy Tactics and financial elder abuse.
28/07/2015 Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors to Eileen Linney attempting to justify the fact that he did
not undertake the instructions given him on behalf of Michael Gavin and Eileen Linney through their
family Solicitor John Glynn. Followed by response to Mr. Henry’s letter.
12/08/2015 Law Society to Gavin threatening to block email of further correspondence. Followed by
response.
26/07/2015 Twitter Conversation with “Paul1878” Suggests Willie Penrose was not paid

05/03/2016 Email to Peter Cleary Dept of Agriculture - Herd Number T1100118 Peter Who's
Spending the Grants?
01/04/2016 Peter D. Jones State Solicitor to 84 Year Old Michael Gavin threatening him not to
peaceful protest outside his client Mr. Robert B. Marren’s Office Mullingar.
12/04/2016 Michael Gavin to State Solicitor Peter D. Jones informing him that a file is being prepared
for the Garda Fraud Squad and requesting documentary evidence of 7 items and answers to 20
question in relation to his client Mr. Robert Marren’s administration of the estate of his late
brother Patrick Gavin.
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Background
Below is the case to counsel file prepared by John Glynn Solicitor and sent to Tony Henry Tormey
Solicitors Athlone with letter dated ***14/01/2015 John Glynn Patrick Hogan & Co. to Tony Henry
Tormeys Solicitors, Athlone requesting him to ring and write a short letter to Mr. Marren
immediately confirming that he would act in the matter in response to Marren’s threat to effect a
distribution of the Estate. Unfortunately Tony Henry did not undertake the instructions given him
nor did he inform Michael Gavin or his Sister Eileen Linney so another Solicitor could be sought to
intervene.

Case to counsel
Historic differences between the parties in connection with the administration of this Estate resulted
in the High Court ordering that an independent Administrator be appointed to deal with the Estate.
Mr. Robert Marren, Solicitor, Mullingar was appointed by the Court (he having been requested to
act by Mr. Donal Keane BL) after the Solicitors for the parties failed to agree on who might be
appointed. Efforts were made at the High Court to resolve the issues between the parties on a global
basis to avoid the possibility of further litigation, but both Donal Keane BL., for Michael Gavin and
Eileen Linnev and Mr Eanna Molloy SC., for Ann Sanford and Kathleen O'Keeffe failed to get
agreement between the parties.
Briefly, the situation is as follows: 1.
This dispute relates to the administration and distribution of the Estate of one Patrick Gavin,
late of Dundonnell, Taughmaconnell, Co. Roscommon. a Bachelor who died suddenly and Intestate
on the 10th day of October, 2005, leaving him surviving one brother, Michael Gavin who resided with
him all his life and four married Sisters, who all left home as young persons and married and resided
elsewhere, as follows
i. Michael Gavin of Dundonnell, Taughmaconnell, Co. Roscommon, a Bachelor who is now aged 84
years, who resided on and worked the lands with his brother, Patrick Gavin all his life. He spent most
of his life working for CIE as a Linesman on the Dublin/Galway line and had a separate income and
pension. Notwithstanding this worked all his life on the lands and assisted his brother, Pat in the
working and management of the farm;
ii. Bridie Duffy. This lady emigrated to the UK married Nicholas Duffy and then lived in Athlone. She
died intestate one week following the death of her brother, Pat, on the 16th of October, 2005. She
was survived by her husband, Nicholas Duffy who more recently died intestate and by four children
namely Patrick Duffy, Noel Duffy, Philomena Duffy and Katherine Duffy who are all over the age of
18 years;
iii. Theresa Harte who emigrated to the USA and who married and resided in Boston all her life. She
died recently and is survived by her husband and two children;
iv. Ann Sanford who also emigrated to the USA and who married and resided in Boston.
V. Eileen Linney who resides at 2 Mayfield Grove, Athlone, Co. Westmeath and who is widowed
since the late 1960's and has one son, Michael Linney who has all his life regularly assisted Michael
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Gavin and the late Pat Gavin with the farm work on the lands;

vi. Kathleen O'Keeffe of Glanmire, Co. Cork.
2.
The deceased, Patrick Gavin acquired the home farm of lands originally described in folio
RN30 153 from his father, Patrick Gavin under a voluntary Deed of Transfer dated the 7th of April,
1986 whereby the lands were transferred outright to the deceased subject to the usual rights for the
protection of the father and subject also to the right of Michael Gavin to reside in the
dwellinghouse on the property during his lifetime, which right is registered as a burden on the
folio.
3.
The deceased's assets comprised of his farm of land, valued for Probate purposes in the year
2005 by Brendan J. Kelly, Auctioneer, Athlone (since retired) at €410,000, together with household
contents valued at €4,000, livestock and farm machinery valued at €18,070 and monies at Bank to
include Bank of Ireland ICS Building Society and An Post amounting to €137,379.58 and a Bank of
Ireland Life Policy amounting to €105,223.10 giving a gross estate of €674,672.68.
The deceased's liabilities comprised of funeral expenses amounting to €4,000, together with a claim
by Michael Gavin for work done and services rendered during the deceased's lifetime in the sum of
€69,522.99
The livestock on the deceased's lands at the date of death comprised of 16 cows, 13 calves, 14
yearling cattle, 22 two year old cattle, 1 bull, 40 ewes and 24 yearling lambs, having a total value of
€36,140. As Michael Gavin claimed that he owned half the stock, accordingly, the value of Patrick
Gavin's interest in the stock at the date of death was included at a figure of €18,070 in the Schedule
of Assets.
There was also farm machinery on the lands at the date of death which Michael Gavin maintained he
purchased in their entirety out of his own monies and savings, which machinery comprised of a 1968
Massey Ferguson Tractor, a tractor trailer, a hayrake, a rotary mower and a sprayer, having a total
value of €6,000, which was not included in the Schedule of Assets as this property belonged to
Michael Gavin.
After Pat's death, Michael Gavin continued farming the lands as he had done all his life and took his
time about calling into Messrs. Patrick Hogan & Company, Solicitors, Ballinasloe, the family Solicitors
with instructions to extract a Grant of Administration to the Estate. However, he did come in and
gave instructions to Patrick Hogan & Company to extract a Grant of Administration on the 13th of
January, 2006 and subsequently showed no urgency in progressing matters and ultimately, Ann
Sanford began directing enquiries to Patrick Hogan & Company from the United States and returned
to Ireland requesting a meeting between all those of the next of kin who were available to attend
same, with Mr. John Glynn of Patrick Hogan & Company for the purpose of determining how the
Estate would be dealt with. This meeting took place at the offices of Patrick Hogan & Company on
the 28th of August, 2006 and was attended by Mike Gavin, Eileen Linney, Ann Sanford, Kathleen
O’keeffe and Noel, Katherine and Philomena Duffy. At that meeting, Ann Sanford insisted that she
would act as a co-administrator with Mike Gavin. and, Eileen Linney also wished to act as
administrator. Accordingly, Messrs. Patrick Hogan & Company were given instructions to extract a
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Grant of Administration on behalf of all three proposed Administrators and Messrs. Patrick Hogan &
Company proceeded accordingly and ultimately, a Grant of Administration Intestate issued out of
the District Probate Registry at Galway on the 1 of August. 2007 to Michael Gavin, Eileen Linney and
Ann Sanford.. as joint Administrators.
Initially, all parties were agreeable that Mike Gavin would be allowed to farm the lands and operate
same without interference from anybody but that all family members were to be free to come and
go and reside on the lands as they wished. However, some of the rest of the next of kin were
adamant they did not wish Michael Linney to reside on or work on the lands, even though Mike
Gavin considered this to be practical and it created difficulty for him in running the farm on the basis
that there was difficulty in he getting anyone else to help him do the work on the farm and that it
was unfair at the time, to expect a 74/75 year old man to do all the work on the farm himself. Mrs.
Sanford was insisting that a rota system be put in place, whereby various family members would
come to reside with Mike Gavin and a rota system agreement was drawn up and various drafts
presented for approval but none were actually agreed. It was very difficult to get the Administrators
to agree on anything. Mike just continued on farming and ignored the rows that were going on
around him. Eileen Linney continued to come out from Athlone and do 's weekly washing and see
that he took his pills and Ann Sanford came out and stayed in the house for months on end and
communicated with nobody except the neighbours and refused to sign claim forms for the purpose
of getting in the Single Payment Entitlements and, ultimately, as it was impossible to make any
progress with the administration, Ann Sanford engaged T & N McLynn, Solicitors, Athlone and took
High Court proceedings by way of Special Summons seeking to be appointed as sole administrator of
the Estate, which proceedings were contested by Eileen Linney and Mike Gavin. No evidence was
given at the hearing of the action. Submissions were made by Counsel for both sides and the matter
was argued with the Judge and ultimately, the Judge made the only decision possible in the
circumstances and that was to appoint an outside/ independent administrator. In this respect,
Robert Marren agreed to act, having been requested to do so by our Counsel, Donal Keane BL.
Following conclusion of the High Court action between Ann Sanford, Plaintiff and Eileen Linney and
Michael Gavin, Defendants at the High Court on the 21st of March, 2011, Patrick Hogan & Company
duly passed on all relevant documents which they had in their possession relative to the Estate to
Robert B. Marren with their letter to him of the 24th of May, 2011 and then subsequently, on the
24th of February, 2012 they furnished him with a Capital Account together with a cheque for the
sum of €211,953.44, the balance cash on hands which they held pursuant to said Capital Account.
These funds were passed onto him in good faith and represented the entire funds in the Estate held
by them, without Messrs. Patrick Hogan & Company deducting any funds from the account to cover
the substantial costs due to them at the time: a) In dealing with the Estate;
b) In acting for the Defendants in the High Court proceedings (as they did not wish to arbitrarily
deduct such costs having regard to the fact that no agreement had been reached in the matter).
You are referred to the said Capital Account dated 24th of February, 2014 and the notes attaching
thereto, which includes funds got in from Bank of Ireland, An Post, Bank of Ireland Life Policy, in
addition to the Department of Agriculture Single Payment Entitlements 2010, and also monies
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received from Meadow Meats Limited in respect of sale of livestock on the 26th of February, 2006
and the 11th of March, 2008.
Following completion of the High Court proceedings, Ann Sanford made a complaint about Mr.
Glynn to the Law Society alleging that he acted in an unprofessional manner in dealing with the
Estate of Patrick Gavin, deceased on various accounts, which was fully investigated by the Law
Society, to which Mr. Glynn responded and attended before the Complaints and Regulations
Committee fully accounting for his conduct in the matter. The Law Society took the view that there
may have been a perceived conflict of interest with Mr. Glynn acting for Messrs. Gavin & Linney in
the High Court proceedings, having previously acted for all three Administrators in the
administration of the Estate. Ultimately, the Law Society decided following a meeting with Mr. Glynn
at with his agreement to resolve the complaint, by requesting him to withdraw from the matter and
to cease acting for Mike Gavin and Eileen Linney so that they would not have to deal with any more
alleged complaints from Ann Sanford.
Ann Sanford was not satisfied with the decision of the Regulation Department and appealed their
decision to an independent adjudicator of the Law Society and the independent adjudicator advised
that after examining the file she believed that the matter was well considered, fair and impartial and
that the decision reached by the Law Society did not warrant any further investigation by that office.
That decision was communicated to Mr. Glynn on the 2nd of February, 2012 and subsequently, Mr.
Glynn ceased acting for Mike Gavin and Eileen Linney, who subsequently corresponded directly with
Robert Marren, the Administrator in relation to the Estate.
However, from time to time in relation to some of the letters which they received from Mr. Marren,
particularly the most recent correspondence relating to the accounting in the matter, they did
consult with Mr. Glynn who assisted them in replying to Mr. Marren's correspondence. However,
seeing that the matter could not be resolved through correspondence, Mike Gavin and Eileen Linney
are now seeking recovery of their respective 1 /6th shares of the gross purchase monies and also for
recovery by Michael Gavin of half the profits from farming the land and/or in lieu thereof,
compensation for work done and services rendered on behalf of the Estate in minding the
deceased's animals from the date of death down to the present time.
Following the death of Pat Gavin, Mike Gavin continued on farming the lands and caring for the
livestock in exactly the same way as he had done for upwards of 40 years previously, in the
expectation that he would be allowed continue doing so by the rest of the family. However, this was
not possible, owing to the enmity between Ann Sanford and Kathleen O'Keeffe towards Eileen
Linney. Ultimately, Mike was forced to sell off the livestock and surrender the lands for sale in due
course of administration of the Estate.
Following Pat's death, Mike was obliged to use his own funds to fund the expenses of running the
farm. After issue of the first Grant of Administration on the 1st of August, 2007, same was noted
with the Department of Agriculture & Food, who paid out the Single Payment Entitlements for the
year 2006 to Messrs. Patrick Hogan & Company. Similarly, Mike Gavin paid in the proceeds of sale of
animals to Meadow Meats Limited amounting to €8,644.56 to Patrick Hogan & Company on the 26th
of February, 2007. However, as Mike Gavin had, up to that point in time been utilising his own funds
in the running and maintenance of the farm, he requested that the 2006 Single Payment
Entitlements together with the proceeds of sale of livestock received from Meadow Meats be paid
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out to him in refund and, accordingly, Messrs. Patrick Hogan & Company, paid out to him the sum of
€17,392.21 on the 5th of March, 2007 by way of refund of monies expended by him pending
accounts being prepared by Catherine O'Connor, Accountant with reference to the farm trading
since date of death. All along full particulars of the running of the farm were being furnished directly
by Mike Gavin and Eileen Linney to Catherine O'Connor, Accountant, Ballinasloe who was the
Accountant retained all along by Pat and Mike Gavin in connection with their farming the lands. The
intention was that she would bring these figures into account when ultimately preparing the
accounts. See Catherine O'Connor's Account Summary attached to Messrs. Patrick Hogan &
Company's Capital Account dated 24th of February, 2012 and referred to in note 4 attached to that
Capital Account.
Catherine O'Connor's Account Summary shows that throughout the entire farming period between
2005 and 2012 the cattle sales came to a figure of €46,589 and the expenses came to a figure of
€45,918. Accordingly, the expenses in running the farm were almost equal to the proceeds of sale of
livestock. Therefore, the profit from the farming operation represented the monies received each
year from the Department of Agriculture under the Single Payment Scheme, the Disadvantaged Area
Scheme and any other Schemes of the Department of Agriculture, less any income tax payable to the
State arising out of the joint farming operation. Catherine O'Connor, in her Accounts Summary
showed that after giving due credit for monies received by Mike Gavin, direct from the Department
of Agriculture and from Patrick Hogan & Company that he owed the Estate the sum of €16,345. He
deducted from this amount the sum of €4,000 to cover the cost of the amounts paid to Messrs.
Fehily Stone, Boyle for the erection of headstone and for kerbing and concreting the grave and paid
over the sum of €12,345 to Mr. Marren to settle that account.
After the Grant of Administration issued to Mr. Marren in July, 2012 he had correspondence with
and attendances on Mike Gavin and Eileen Linney to put pressure on them to sell the stock and
make the lands available for sale. Notwithstanding Mike's reluctance to give up farming, they fully
cooperated with him, substantially reducing stock numbers by way of sale, all of which was fully
accounted for, without prejudice to Mike's continuing claim that he owned half the stock. Mike at
the same time endeavoured to get the family to agree to sell the commonage to him so that he
could continue with his claim for a squatter’s title to the commonage and failing that, to leave the
commonage to him so that he could continue farming same for the remainder of his life.
Ultimately, the entire lands were offered for sale by public auction on the 22nd of February, 2013.
The dwelling house and out offices and a small plot surrounding same was excluded from the sale by
agreement, having regard to Mike's right of residence therein. Prior to the sale, Mike tried to
purchase the lands from the Estate by bidding a sum of €250,000, which bid he made to both Robert
Marren and John Dolan, Auctioneer by way of letter dated the 20th of February, 2013. There were
no bidders at the auction other than Mike and Ann Sanford. Mike Gavin and Eileen Linney pooled
their resources and Mike bid up to €490,000 for the farm but ultimately stopped bidding at that
figure as he could not afford to go any further and Ann Sanford topped it with a bid of €495,000 and
was left with the farm at that price.
It would appear that the price which Messrs. Sanford & O'Keeffe agreed to pay to purchase the lands
was a gross overvaluation of the lands having regard to the nature, quality and condition of the lands
at the time of purchase on the 22nd of February, 2013. Counsel will see from the Valuation of
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Brendan J. Kelly, Auctioneer of the property as at the date of death on the 10th of October, 2005
(which is attached to the copy Schedule of Assets) that he estimated the value of the lands including
the dwelling house in the middle of the economic boom in 2005 at a figure of €410,000.
Subsequently, when the action came before the Courts in March, 2011, the property was re-valued
by both sides. Mike Gavin employed Michael Staunton of Messrs. Cogavin & Staunton, Auctioneers,
Ballinasloe, who would be a very reputable conscientious and conservative Auctioneer to value the
property and he valued the property following inspecting same on the 18th of February, 2010, using
suitable comparisons, at a figure of €338,000 (including the dwellinghouse which he valued at
€60,000). He revised that figure in the following year in 2011 for the purpose of attending Court to a
figure of €403,360 to include a Valuation of €60,000 on the dwellinghouse. The other side had for
the purpose of the Court action, the property separately valued by their Auctioneer, Mr. Raymond
White, Auctioneer, Ballymahon at a totally unrealistic figure of €1,150,000, incorporating a Valuation
of 100 acres at €10,000 an acre on lands and a Valuation of €150,000 on the dwellinghouse. This
Valuation was totally unrealistic and the actual area of lands in the entire holding came to 68.949
acres, excluding the commonage. Accordingly, following the auction, it was generally considered
that Messrs. Sanford & O'Keeffe had agreed to pay way over the odds for the property, having
regard to the Valuation of the lands in the year 2013. It would appear that Messrs. Sanford &
O'Keeffe had some misgivings about the matter after the auction in that Mrs. O'Keeffe telephoned
either Mike Gavin in or about the beginning of May, 2013 advising that the lands were to be put up
again for sale and that Mike Gavin was to have a first option to purchase same. However, this did
not take place and instead, it would appear that Messrs. Sanford & O'Keeffe got the remaining of the
next of kin, namely Theresa Harte, and the Duffy family to disclaim/ release their shares in the
deceased's Estate to them, so that effectively, they could put forward a proposal to simply buy out
Mike and Eileen's share in the property at the value of the property as determined at the Auction.
After the auction, Mr. Marren wrote to Mike Gavin and Eileen Linney on the 30th of May, 2013
stating that the Purchasers proposed on completion that they hand over 2/6th's of the total price
which would equate to a 1/6th interest due to each of them amounting to a sum of €82,500 each,
on the basis that all the other beneficiaries were prepared to waive their interest in favour of the
Purchasers. Michael Gavin replied on the 14th of June, stating that he was prepared to consider the
Purchasers proposal, subject to clarification and to certain conditions to the effect that the sum of
€82,500 would be paid forthwith and that the cost of and incidental to the sale to include all
Solicitors fees, Auctioneers fees and Engineers fees would be discharged solely by the Purchasers at
their own expense and that he be allowed have the use of the lands for farming purposes for the
rest of his natural life, without interference from the Purchasers. Mr. Marren responded to this
letter on the 5th of July, enclosing a letter from T & N McLynn, Solicitors on behalf of Sanford and
O'Keeffe and advising that the sum of €82,500 payable to Mike Gavin and Eileen Linney had
already been paid into Mr. Marren's office, subject to the condition that Messrs. Gavin & Linney's
fraction of the costs of sale would be borne by Messrs. Sanford and O'Keeffe and that the balance
of the cost of sale would be borne by the deceased's Estate and also pointing out that their clients
were not agreeable to Mike Gavin having the continued use of the lands.
Mike Gavin subsequently replied to this letter on the 14th of July, to Mr. Marren enquiring if his
sisters would be prepared to lease the lands to him for the rest of his life. There was no further
correspondence concerning the sale until the 25th of April, 2014 when Mr. Marren wrote to Messrs.
Gavin and Linney stating that he was moving towards conclusion of matters and hoped to close the
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sale of the lands in the following week and pointing out that in the normal way, vacant possession of
the lands should be available to the purchasers and enquiring if the lands had been vacated and that
there were no animals thereon and requesting that any animals remaining on the lands be removed
forthwith, to facilitate completion of the sale. A reminder letter was sent by Mr. Marren on the 26th
of May, 2014. Again, Mr. Marren wrote on the 26th of June, 2014 pointing out that a delay had
arisen in relation to the finalising of the sale because some livestock remained thereon, which had to
be tested and sold and seeking his cooperation and arranging to have the cattle tested and sold.
Thereafter, in August, 2014, Mike Gavin was approached by his sister, Kathleen O'Keeffe with a
letting agreement, with reference to a letting of the lands comprising of the commonage, together
with the lands of Glennanea, all of which lands are situate to the South/South East of the dwelling
house on the lands at an agreed rental of €2,500. A dispute over this letting arose and thereafter
there was correspondence between Mike Gavin and T & N McLynn, Solicitors on behalf of Kathleen
O'Keeffe resting with Mike Gavin's letter to Messrs. T & N McLynn, Solicitors dated 11th of
September, 2014, returning an amended letting agreement with amended terms pursuant to which
he was prepared to proceed with the letting, otherwise, he requested a return of the letting rent of
€2,500 which he had paid on foot of the agreement he signed in August, 2014. There has been no
further correspondence between the parties since then, so it can only be assumed that Mrs.
O'Keeffe accepted his amended terms.
It would appear that the sale/transfer/vesting of the property by the Administrator in Messrs.
Sanford & O'Keeffe did not take place until after Mike Gavin gave up possession of the lands by
taking a letting of the Southern half thereof in August, 2014. It would appear from the
correspondence that the reason for this was that the Administrator was never able to hand over
vacant possession of the property to Messrs. Sanford and O'Keeffe, having regard to Mike Gavin's
reluctance to retire from farming and by he maintaining a few animals on the lands which he alleged
were the descendants of those animals within the overall herd that belonged to him and which
accordingly, were exclusively his own animals. It would appear, to resolve this matter, Messrs.
Sanford & O'Keeffe decided to take possession of the lands, presumably with Mike Gavin's consent
by getting him to take a letting of approximately half the lands situate to the South/South East of the
dwelling house (see map referred to at enclosure B(1) identifying the lands so let as coloured
orange, green and red and-marked with the letters "B", "Plan 12" and "Plan 8". It would appear that
the remainder of the lands to the North of the dwelling house which comprised of the better quality
lands were, unknown to Mike Gavin and presumably without his consent, let to neighbours by the
name of Meyer's. Accordingly, it would appear that Messrs. Sanford & O'Keeffe resolved the
question of possession by simply taking possession and letting the lands. It is not known whether or
not they did this with the consent of Mr. Marren, the Administrator, but they did so with the
knowledge of their Solicitors, Messrs. T & N McLynn, who prepared the relevant letting agreements
and in this respect, referre to the relevant correspondence between Mike Gavin and Messrs.
O'Keeffe & Sanford c/o T & N McLynn, Solicitors between the 261h of August, 2014 and the 1 1th of
September, 2014 and in particular to Mike Gavin's letters to T & N McLynn, Solicitors dated 26th of
August, 2014 and dated the 11th of September, 2014 returning the amended letting agreement, to
which no response was ever received. Accordingly, it can only be assumed that the amendments
were acceptable to Messrs. Sanford & O'Keeffe.
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Therefore, it would appear that the question of giving over possession of the lands has been
resolved since the letting agreement was put in place in August/ September, 2014 and that
accordingly, there is no good reason why Robert Marren did now "bite the bullet" and proceed and
complete the sale of the lands and pay over the agreed 1/6th shares amounting to €82,500 to
Messrs. Gavin & Linney. It would appear that the transfer to/vesting of the property in sale in
Messrs. Sanford & O'Keeffe took place without Messrs. Gavin & Linney being informed by Mr.
Marren. It would also appear that Mr. Marren was reluctant to resolve this issue in isolation to the
rest of the Estate, which is unfair to both Mike and Eileen seeing that they have cooperated with
him in almost every respect, to facilitate sale of the livestock and sale of the lands. Now that Mike is
legitimately able to continue farming part of the lands, there was no good reason why Mr. Marren
should not complete the sale and pay over the value of Mike and Eileen's shares in the lands to
them.
It also appears from an up to date Land Registry search see Land Registry search dated 12th of
January, 2015 at enclosure B(5) that Mr. Marren vested/ transferred all the lands to Messrs. Sanford
& O'Keeffe to Messrs. Sanford & O'Keeffe sometime prior to the 20th of November, 2014, the date
on which Dealing Number D2014LR120857W was lodged apparently transferring all lands in folios
RN8137F, RN36155F & RN9544F to Messrs. Sanford & O'Keeffe, without informing Messrs. Gavin &
Linney. Accordingly, its obvious that the alleged sale of the lands to Messrs. Sanford & O'Keeffe has
been completed and there is no logic or justification for the retention of Messrs. Gavin & Linney's
shares in the gross proceeds of sale of-the lands being withheld by him any longer, particularly
seeing that the outstanding issue relating to Mike Gavin giving up possession of the lands was
resolved through he taking a letting of part of same.
As regards ownership of the livestock, Mike Gavin has been totally consistent in claiming that he
owns half the livestock and all of the sheep. His ownership of half the livestock goes back to his
youth when his parents encouraged him to take an interest in farming by giving him a number of
animals within the overall herd which he, with the consent of his brother, Pat was able to have and
maintain on the lands. Over the years he added to the original stock by purchasing other stock out of
his own monies and by doing deals with his brother, Pat, so that ultimately, by the time Pat died in
October, 2005 he owned half the entire herd. Moreover, he owned all the sheep as he stated that
his brother, Pat got out of sheep a number of years before he died and sold all his interest in the
sheep to Mike. Accordingly, in the reference years for the purpose of acquiring the Single Payment
Entitlements, half the livestock on the lands belonged to Mike and accordingly, he was entitled to
half the payments. He states that his brother, Pat shared the entitlements with him. There was no
differences between himself and Pat in their dealings as between one another. In other words, they
shared the workload, they shared all the expenses and they shared the profit and income from the
lands. In all this, Mike Gavin is totally believable and in this respect, Counsel is referred to Mike
Gavin's statement dated 17th of December, 2007, comprehensively dealing with his ownership of
half the livestock (cattle) and all sheep on property. In addition, the statement taken on the 23rd of
January, 2013 from James Haverty of Coolcarty, Eyrecourt, a cattle dealer who had regular dealings
with Pat and Mike Gavin in connection with the sale of their animals down through the years,
corroborates the position. These statements can be located at Enclosures D(4)(Mike Gavin's
statement dated 17/12/07) and at E(9) (James Haverty's statement which was sent by Mike Gavin to
Robert Marren with letter dated 25/01/13).
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Ann Sanford and Kathleen O'Keeffe have, for no good reason, never accepted this situation and have
been formally calling for proof, which simply doesn't exist as, most, if not all, of the transactions
between Mike Gavin and his brother, Pat were cash transactions. There is little or no documentary
evidence to support what transpired between them. In an effort to determine what animals belong
to the deceased's Estate and what animals belonged to Mike Gavin, it was arranged that all the
animals would be got together and put through a shute for the purpose of identifying each animal
with reference to its herd number, breed and sex and date of birth and as to whether or not same
belonged to Mike Gavin or to the Estate. This arrangement was made in the presence of James
Haverty, an independent witness, in or about the 29th of July, 2008 when Mike Gavin identified each
animal to James Haverty who recorded same in separate lists. See letter dated 5th of September,
2008 from Patrick Hogan & Company to T & N McLynn, Solicitors with copy separate list of animals
belonging to Mike Gavin and belonging to Pat Gavin annexed thereto, which letter is exhibited in the
Grounding Affidavit of Ann Sanford dated 27th of October, 2009 in the separate Book of Pleadings
annexed hereto at pages 21-25 inclusive in said Book of Pleadings. Thereafter, records were kept of
the tag numbers of all animals sold and the proceeds of sale were accounted for and paid over to
Mr. Marren. At the end of the day, as at the 29th of June, 2014, only nine animals remained on the
land as per the separate annexed list referred to at enclosure E(18) having an estimated market
value at that time of €5,710. Mike Gavin maintained that these animals were entirely his own
animals, being the progeny of those animals listed as being his animals in the list prepared following
the herd test on the 28th of July, 2008 and these are the animals which still remain on that part of
the lands which are now let to Mike Gavin. The Administrator does not accept that these animals
separately belong to Mike Gavin (see paragraph 2 of his letter dated 11th of November, 2014 with
enclosed revised Distribution Account), which shows that 50% of the value of the livestock handed
over on closing of sale is deducted from the shares of both Eileen Linney and Michael Gavin and
referred to in paragraph 7 of the notes attached to the revised distribution account dated 12th of
November, 2014. If the value of the livestock remaining on the lands were agreed at a figure of
€7,529.82 (it is not known where this figures is coming from) then even if its agreed that Mike
Gavin owns a half share in same, then 50% of this figure should be deducted from Mike Gavin's
share only, as Eileen Linney had no interest in the livestock. The Administrator is arbitrarily making
this deduction without Mike Gavin's agreement.
In order to understand the problems arising in connection with the distribution, you will have to
study all accounts prepared in connection with this matter, to include the following: a) Capital Account of Patrick Hogan & Company dated February, 2012 with notes on the account
attached showing that the total sum of €211,953.44 was handed over by Patrick Hogan & Company
to Robert Marren, without deduction of any legal costs or outlays due to that Firm;
b) Accounts Summary prepared by Catherine O'Connor, Accountant on behalf of the Estate showing
particulars of all cattle sales and expenses incurred in running the farm in the years from 2005-2012
inclusive, showing an overall net profit earned in that period of €671 and incorporating adjustment
of monies paid by Patrick Hogan & Company to Michael Gavin out of monies received by them from
Department of Agriculture and Meadow Meats and also incorporating adjustments for monies
received direct by Michael Gavin in connection with the 2005 Single Payment Entitlements together
with monies received by him in connection with the Department of Agriculture in connection with
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modulation grant refunds and Disadvantaged Area Grants, showing that there was a net sum due by
Michael Gavin to the Estate of €16,345;
c) Letter dated the 18th of September, 2014 from Robert B. Marren to Michael Gavin enclosing Cash
Account prepared on 18th of July, 2014 with proposed Distribution Account for approval;
d) Revised Cash Account dated 17th of October, 2014 sent by Michael Gavin to Robert Marren with
accompanying letter of the 17th of October, 2014 whereby on a "Without Prejudice" basis, Michael
Gavin made adjustments to Mr. Marren's Cash Account dated 18th of July, 2014 to make provision
for a refund by way of clawback of Inheritance Taxes paid out of the Estate funds for an on behalf of
Ann Sanford, Theresa Harte, Kathleen O'Keeffe and Bridget Duffy out of their shares in the Estate
and also making provision for payment to Michael Gavin of a refund of €1400 paid by him to Patrick
Hogan & Company on account outlays and also of a refund due to him of 50% of the payments
received from the Department of Agriculture between the years 2005 and 2012 amounting to
€51,891.35 (representing his share of the farming profits);
e) Robert Marren's revised Distribution Account dated 12th of November, 2014 with notes attaching
thereto;
f) Further Account of Michael Gavin dated 5th of December, 2014 with covering letter with
reference thereto incorporating revised claim of Michael Gavin of 50% of net Department of
Agriculture Grants after payment of Income Tax due by Estate on farming income, together with a
claim for Agricultural Wages due to Mike Gavin on basis that half of his labour was in attending to
the deceased's livestock, less half the letting value of the lands over the period of seven years and
seven months from the 10th of October, 2005 to the 27th of May, 2013 (the date on which Messrs.
Sanford & O'Keeffe paid in the purchase monies to Mr. Marren in respect of the purchase of Messrs.
Gavin & Linney's respective 1/6th shares in the deceased's lands) and showing a total sum due to
Michael Gavin of €116,789.11;
g) Separate Schedule showing wages due to Mike Gavin under the Statutory Minimum
Remuneration of Agricultural Workers Regulations for the period from the 10th of October, 2005 to
the 27th of May, 2013 with annexed calculations showing how figures were arrived at.
We recommend that you read the entire Inter-Parties correspondence between Robert Marren as
Administrator and Michael Gavin and Eileen Linney. You will see that Mike Gavin takes issue with
Robert Marren over his accounting in the matter and the lack of clarity in same, apart altogether
from his unwillingness to make any allowance to Michael Gavin for his shares in the profits of the
lands, or, in the alternative, making any allowance to him for work done and services rendered in
minding the deceased's livestock, or in accepting that the balance of the animals now remaining on
the lands now belong to Michael Gavin. In his letter of the 14th of March, 2013 to Michael Gavin,
Mr. Marren acknowledges that he has made a decision that he will accept Michael Gavin's claim to
ownership of half the livestock and all the sheep and that the accounts prepared by Catherine
O'Connor and approved of by an Independent Accountant, would be accepted on that basis, which
would enable the Estate finalise the Income Tax liability. However, having made that concession to
Michael Gavin, Mr. Marren does not as a matter of logic agree that he is entitled to half the Single
Payment Entitlements which basically represent the profits made out of the joint farming operation.
By denying Michael Gavin a half share in these profits, it means that Michael Gavin was working for
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nothing over the eight years in question from October, 2005 through to 2013. This is totally unjust
and totally unacceptable to Michael Gavin. Michael Gavin would have no difficulty in abandoning his
genuine claim to ownership in half the remaining livestock, if, in the alternative, he was paid for
work done and services rendered in minding the entire herd.
Mr. Marren submitted a draft Distribution Account for approval with his letter of the 18th of
September, 2014 with enclosed Cash Account dated the 18th of July, 2014 and a draft Distribution
Account. In the Cash Account dated the 18th of September, he showed on the credit side, the
monies which he had received from Patrick Hogan & Company, the monies which he received from
the Department of Agriculture in respect of outstanding entitlements and grants under various
Schemes and also monies which he had received direct from Mike Gavin in connection with the sale
of animals to Ashbourne Meats and other parties. On the debit side, he showed what was paid to
the Collector General in respect of Estate Income Tax in the sum of €15,022.26 and showed what
was paid to Messrs. T & N McLynn, Solicitors in respect of their taxed costs in the sum of €38,941. He
also showed fees paid to Catherine O'Connor, Damien Hannigan, Accountant, Brid Wheelan, Tax
Advisor. He also showed sums tentatively agreed but unpaid with Patrick Hogan & Company in
respect of outstanding fees due for the High Court action and for their work done in connection with
the Estate, prior to handing over same to Robert Marren & Co. He also included fees due to himself
and to Mr. William Penrose BL for an Opinion.
Mike Gavin responded in detail on the 17th of October, 2014, furnished on a "Without Prejudice"
basis, a further Cash Account dated 17th of October, 2014 making provision for clawback of
inheritance taxes paid by Messrs. Patrick Hogan & Company out of Estate funds on behalf of Ann
Sanford, Theresa Harte, Kathleen O'Keeffe and Bridget Duffy, which was payable by each of them
individually and which ought properly be clawed back from their distributive shares in the Estate.
Mike Gavin and Eileen Linney claimed Business Relief and had no tax liability and now, as they have
been carrying on the business for more than 6 years, no claw back arises.
Messrs. Sanford, Harte, O'Keeffe & Duffy were all advised by Patrick Hogan & Company to claim
similar Relief but they declined to do so through Messrs. T & N McLynn, Solicitors and insisted on
filing Returns and paying their tax. No doubt, this aspect of matters now rankles. Mike Gavin also
claimed a refund of monies amounting to €1400 paid by him to Patrick Hogan & Company on
account outlays and in addition, he claimed 50% of the payments received from the Department of
Agriculture which, in his view, represented the profits of running the farm from 2005 through to
2012 to which he was entitled.
Mr. Marren responded on the 1 1th of November, 2014 with a revised Distribution Account dated
the 12th of November, 2014 with explanatory notes attached thereto. This account was revised to
include a claw back of inheritance taxes amounting to €49,104 paid by Hogan & Company on behalf
of Messrs. Sanford, Harte, O'Keeffe & Duffy. It also provided for a refund of the sum of €1400 cash
paid by Mike Gavin to Hogan & Co. However, he refused to allow Mike Gavin 50% of the Single
Payment Entitlements on the basis that same were treated as income of the Estate and that all
accounts and taxes had been paid on that basis. He also made provision for a claw back of the value
of the livestock remaining on the lands when the sale was closed (see paragraph 2 of Mr. Marren's
letter of the 11th of November, 2014) (when was the sale closed?). He states he is apportioning the
value of same and giving credit to Sanford & O'Keeffe. However, in doing so, he takes the value of
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the livestock which were handed over to Mike Gavin on completion of the sale which came to a
figure of €7,529.82 (not known how this figures was determined) and he then claws back 50% of the
value of these stock from Eileen Linney and another 50% from Michael Gavin, and then adds on 50%
of the value of these stock to both Ann Sanford and Kathleen O'Keeffe's shares. Apart altogether
from the issue of ownership of the stock, assuming that he is prepared to concede that Michael
Gavin owned 50% of the stock, then, 50% of the value of the stock amounting to €3,764 should have
been deducted only from Michael Gavin's share, (as Eileen Linney had no interest whatsoever in the
stock) and then that 50% should have been divided between Ann Sanford and Kathleen O'Keeffe, by
way of adding on to each of their shares 25% of the value of the remaining stock. However, as the
question of ownership of the remaining stock on the lands is in issue, this aspect of matters cannot
be resolved until the ownership issue is resolved.
Mike Gavin duly responded on the 5th of December, 2014 that it was unacceptable to him that he
would not be allowed any share in the profits of the lands but he was prepared to accept for tax
purposes that the joint farming income be treated as income of the Estate and that Income Tax was
payable by the Estate on same, as presumably had always been the position in the past. Accordingly,
he was prepared to allow for deduction of income tax from the total of the Single Payment
Entitlements and agreeable to accept a division of net entitlements less tax amounting to €88,760.42
(i.e. 50% thereof €44,380.21). However, in view of the fact that Mr. Marren was not agreeable to
allow him 50% of the entitlements which Michael Gavin regarded as his share of the profits from the
farming of the lands between 2005 and 2012, Mike Gavin felt that he was also entitled to be paid a
proportionate amount for the work done in running the farm during that period, on the basis that if
it was decided that he had no right to any of the animals and that all the animals belonged to his
brother, Patrick, that he ought to be paid appropriate full wages over the said period for the time
spent by him in running and managing the farm in looking after the animals. On the other hand, if it
was decided that he was entitled to half the animals, well then, he felt he was entitled to half
whatever sum was due under the Agricultural Wages Acts for minding the deceased's animals over
that period, less a fair allowance for half the letting value of the lands, having regard to the fact that
he had the use of the lands for rearing his own animals. Accordingly, the amount due to him for
work done under the Agricultural Wages Acts over the relevant period was calculated on the basis of
that he worked 8 hours per day from Monday to Friday and that he worked an additional 6 hours on
Saturdays and on public holidays and an additional 3 hours on Sundays. You will see from the tables
enclosed with his letter of the 5th of December, 2014 to Mr. Marren, that the total sum due on the
basis he was working on a full time basis from the 10th of October, 2005 to the 27th of May, 2013
(the date on which Messrs. Sanford & O'Keeffe paid in the purchase monies to Mr. Marren's office)
was calculated as amounting to a total sum of €188,192. However, if he was allowed the profits on
half the animals represented by 50% of the net Single Payment Entitlements, Agricultural Grants,
then his claim would be reduced to half that amount to €94,096. Accordingly, you will see from the
calculations attached to his letter of the 5th of December, 2014 to Mr. Marren that his total claim
against the Estate to include 50% of the net entitlements plus 50% of agricultural wages for the
relevant period, less 50% of the letting value of the lands, came to a total sum of €116,789.11. Mr.
Gavin knows that these figures can be disputed on the basis that it could be argued that he did not
work all the hours claimed and instead of say working an 8 hour day from Monday to Friday he
might only have worked 6 hours per day, seeing that he was in his 70's. Accordingly, the figure he
has claimed is entirely negotiable. However, the principle that he is entitled to be paid the profits on
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50% of the animals if it is conceded that he owns 50% of the animals, and that he is also entitled in
addition to Agricultural Wages for 50% of the work done is by any stretch of the imagination a valid
principle and Messrs. Sanford and O'Keeffe seem to be blind to the fact that they must
compensate Michael Gavin in this respect if there is to be any equity in the division of the profits
or in the alternative, payment for work done and services rendered.
In response, Mr. Marren in his letter of the 5th of December, states that he has endeavoured to be
as fair as possible to all the beneficiaries and that as far as he is concerned the Distribution Account
which he prepared on the 12th of November, 2014 is the final Distribution Account and represents
his best efforts to finalise matters. He is not prepared to consider the matters raised in Mr. Gavin's
letter of the 5th of December, or, in the alternative, he may not be prepared to take further issue
with Messrs. Sanford & O'Keeffe on the matters raised in Michael Gavin's letter of the 5th of
December, 2014, as he knows he will get nowhere. It is important to clarify whether the contents of
his letter of the 5th of December, are his own views or whether or not they arise out of the fact that
his hands are tied by the attitudes of Sanford & O'Keeffe who may be unwilling to make further
concessions to Mike Gavin on the issue of the division of the profits or in the alternative,
compensate him for work done and services rendered. Mike Gavin is not looking for his "pound of
flesh", he merely wants fair play. While he has claimed a figure of €116,789.11 on the 5th of
December, 2014, in all probability he will be prepared to accept considerably less than this amount if
he was to get a fair settlement. After all, had Mr. Marren and Messrs. Sanford & O'Keeffe been
agreeable to discharge the amounts claimed in his "Without Prejudice" account dated the 17th of
October, 2014, amounting to a total of €51,891.35, in addition to allowing him retain the unsold
stock, which he maintained were his own animals in any event, he would have been happy to settle
for that amount.
Mr. Marren Solicitor refused to pay out Michael Gavin and his sister Eileen Linney’s share of the
proceeds from the land sale despite the fact that he had same in his possession for nearly 2 years. He
went on to threaten them that he intended to distribute the Estate Assets if they did not hire a
Solicitor to issue proceedings to prevent him doing so despite their founded objections, namely
€116,789.11 compensation for minding the animals for 9 years and the amount awarded to each
for the land sale was short €12,500 each plus interest from the time Mr. Marren Received the
funds.
Instructions were given to Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone through their family Solicitor John
Glynn Patrick Hogan & Co. Ballinasloe, to engage with Mr. Robert Marren on their behalf.
However Tony Henry, Tormeys Solicitor did not undertake these instructions, nor did he inform them.
So Michael and Eileen did not realize what had happened until the deficient checks arrived in the
post.
Michael and Eileen met with Mr. Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone, some 2 weeks after,
however he saw no fault in what he done or failed to do for that matter. He suggested they could
engage him to sue Mr. Marren at a cost of up to €100,000, 3 years in court and advised Michael to
take his age of 83 years into consideration.
Complaints were made to the Law Society of Ireland with regard to Mr Robert Marrens
Administration of the Estate and Mr. Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Failure to undertake explicit
instructions. Needless to say no fault was found. Then Tony Henry had a cheek to scribe the letter he
did to Eileen Linney a defenceless widow. The letter arrived the day before the letter from the
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Independent Adjudicator’s who, no surprise found no fault in the manner in which the Law Society of
Ireland dealt with the complaints made. Begs the question how come Henry knew before they did and
why did he not act as speedily to undertake the instructions given him on their behalf originally?
Michael and Eileen were later informed that Robert Marren refused to pay John Glynn, Solicitor,
Patrick Hogan & Co. until they stopped threatening him as he puts it by reporting him to the Law
Society of Ireland. Also an activist via social media told them that Willie Penrose TD BL stated he
had not received his payment from Robert Marren, Solicitor, Mullingar. When this was report this to
the Law Society they threatened to block further emails.
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17/12/2007 Statement of Michael Gavin to Patrick Hogan & Company
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12/07/12 Gavin & Linney to Marren
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07/12/12, Gavin & Linney to Marren stating Michael Gavin out of his own monies
to Messrs. Feehily Stone, Boyle for erection of headstone and surround over their
late brother's grave
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11/01/13 Marren to Gavin & Linney requesting that he be furnished with
documentary evidence in support of Michael Gavin's claim to ownership of half
cattle and all of sheep;
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16/01/13 Marren to Gavin & Linney stating there was no basis on which Michael
Gavin could claim a Squatters title as against the interest of his deceased brother,
Pat
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25/01/13 Gavin to Marren with statement from James Haverty
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20/02/2013 Gavin to Marren & John Dolan Auctioneer with bid of €250,000 for
farm property
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05/03/13 Gavin to Marren enquiring as to what he was to do with the remaining
cattle on the lands
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***14/03/13 Marren to Gavin & Linney, letter confirming that he had made a
decision to accept the claim of Michael Gavin to ownership of half the cattle and
all the sheep
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28/03/13 Gavin to Marren seeking payment of half the Single Payment
Entitlements on the basis that these payments represented the profits from
farming the lands, that he was entitled to 50% of same
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17/05/13 Gavin to Marren enquiring if sale of lands had been completed
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30/05/13 Marren to Linney - advising that sale was not closed on the 22nd of
April, 2013 he had received a proposal from the Purchasers
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**14/06/13 Gavin to Marren incorporating a counter proposal for payment of the
sum of €82,500 to each of the purchasers, in addition to discharging all the
expenses in connection with the sale
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***05/07/13 Marren to Gavin & Linney enclosing copy letter dated 3rd of July, 2013 from T &
N McLyim, Solicitors on behalf of Sanford and O'Keeffe stating that purchasers re prepared to
discharge Messrs. Gavin & Linnev's share of the expenses in connection with the sale and
confirming that their clients were not prepared to take up Michael Gavin's offer to purchase;
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14-07-2013 Gavin to Marren suggested amendment to Marren’s 5th of July letter
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06/02/14 Marren to Linney advising he was finalising matters relating to sale of
lands and with reference to liabilities payable out of the estate
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28/02/14 Marren to Gavin & Linney re-costs due to P. Hogan & Co., and refinalisation of sale of lands
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25/04/14 Marren to Gavin & Linney re-arrangements to close sale seeking
possession of lands and requesting removal of remaining animals on lands;
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26/05/14 Marren to Gavin & Linney seeking confirmation that livestock had been
sold and lands vacated to facilitate completion of sale
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29/05/14 Marren to Linney enclosing copy Bill of Costs received from Hogan &
Co., for work done in connection with Estate and also requesting sale of sheep and
cattle remaining on lands and advising that sale could not be completed until
animals removed from lands;
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26/06/14 Marren to Linney advising re-delay in finalising sale of lands owing to
non removal of livestock and fact that they had to be tested before sale and
seeking cooperation in having animals tested and sold
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26/08/14 Michael Gavin to Kathleen O'Keeffe and Ann Sanford with reference to a
letting agreement which Michael Gavin signed at the request of Kathleen O'Keeffe
on the lands on the Saturday prior to the 26th of August, 2014 with copy letting
agreement
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27/08/14 McLynn, Solicitors to Michael Gavin confirming that the Lease was for
the purposes of grazing/meadow and not for tillage/con acre
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18/09/14 Marren to Michael Gavin enclosing draft Distribution Account together
with Cash Account dated 18th of July, 2014 calculating benefit due to Michael
Gavin at a figure of €97,918.22 (to include his 1/6th share of gross proceeds of
sale)
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22/09/14 Marren to Patrick Hogan & Company requesting clarification on
whether or not Patrick Hogan & Company paid out the sum of €4.000 to Messrs.
Feehily Stone in respect of the headstone and grave works
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26/09/14 Hogan & Co., to Marren & Co., pointing out that the sum of €4,000 paid
by Michael Gavin and Eileen Linney to Messrs. Feehily Stone was paid by them out
of their own monies and not on their behalf by Patrick Hogan & Company and
enclosing a copy of Capital Account dated 24th of February, 2012, previously
furnished to Marren & Co with copy of the footnotes attached thereto
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***17/10/14 Michael Gavin to Marren - querying in detail the proposed
Distribution Account prepared by Mr. Marren and seeking adjustments for
monies due to Michael Gavin
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11/11/14 Michael Gavin to Robert Marren pointing out that Michael Gavin and
his sister, Eileen had not been paid the sum of €82,500 as agreed out of the
proceeds of sale
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11/11/14 Marren to Gavin incorporating detailed reply to Michael Gavin's letter
of the 17th of October, 2014, together with enclosures
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Revised adjusted Distribution Account dated 12/11/14 with notes attaching
thereto
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Memo of payments received and payments outstanding from Department of
Agriculture
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a) Whelans Tax Solutions Invoice dated 23/10/14
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b) Patrick Hogan & Company Statement of monies on hands as at
23/05/11
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c) Damien Hannigan & Company Limited, Account of fees due dated
15/11/13
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d) Detailed Invoice dated 31/01/14 of Whelans Tax Solutions
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Invoice dated 30/01/14 of O'Connor & Co., Accountants
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Robert Marren & Co., Cash Account dated 09/05/14
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e) Robert Marren & Co., Cash Account dated 18/07/14
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05/12/14 Michael Gavin to Marren & Co., in reply to their letter of the 11th of
November, incorporating claim of Michael Gavin to half Single Payment
Entitlements
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Schedule incorporating particulars of claim;
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Schedule of wages due under the Statutory Minimum Remuneration of
Agricultural Workers for period from 10/10/99 to 27/05/13.
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05/12/14 Marren & Co., to Michael Gavin advising that unless he was in receipt of
legal proceedings instituted before the 19th of December, he intended to proceed
with the distribution of the Estate;
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16/12/14 Michael Gavin to Marren & Co., rejecting his proposed Distribution
Account
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22/12/14 Marren to Gavin threatening that unless he heard from Gavin's Solicitor
by the 16th of January, next that Mr. Gavin intended to institute proceedings, that
he would proceed with the proposed distribution, as previously advised.
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14/01/2015 John Glynn Patrick Hogan & Co. Solicitors to Tony Henry Tormeys
Solicitors pointing out the Marren threated to distribute the estate and
requesting that he write/ring Marren and confirm that he was acting in the
matter and in the process of sending case to counsel.
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06/02/2015 Gavin & Linney to Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitor requesting he write
to Mr. Marren and seek answers to 7 questions.
Mr Tony Henry
Tormey & Co
Castle Street
Athlone
Co. Westmeath.

Date 06-02-2015

Dear Tony,
Further to our meeting of 30th January 2015, my brother and I had time to discuss the matter and
would like to give you the following instructions. We instruct you to write a letter to Mr Robert
Marren requesting answers to the following:
1. Please explain why we were not awarded €82,500 each for our one sixth share in the Land
Sale. The purchase money was paid to Mr Marren on 27th May 2013.

2. Please explain why €3,764.91 was deducted from Eileen Linney’s share, which was stated on
Mr Marren’s distribution account that 50% Of share of livestock handed over on closing Sale
of Lands. Eileen Linney did not own any animals.

3. Where is the refund of €1,400.00 which was paid by Mike Gavin to Mr John Glynn on 23rd
February 2007 on account of outlay to meet expenses in taking out a Grant of Administration.
This sum has not been taken into account on the revised distribution account which Mr
Marren refers to in his letter dated 11th November 2014 to Michael Gavin.

4. We would like a breakdown of how the figure of €40,892.53 representing fees paid to Robert
Marren & Co. were arrived at. Similarly we would like a breakdown of fees paid to Catherine
O’Connor, Tony McLynn (Solicitor for the other side), Willie Penrose, (why was it necessary
to get his advices). Please advise us of any outstanding bills, has John Glynn, Hogan & Co.
been paid to date, and if not why not.

5. Has the House and adjoining gardens been transferred to Ann Sanford and Kathleen O’
Keefe? We were assured in 2 letters dated 15th Nov 2012 and 7th Dec 2012 from Mr Marron
that the dwelling house and the lands (approx ½ acre) surrounding same would be excluded
from the sale.
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6. Please explain how you arrived at your decision to award the moneys received from the sale
of Pat Gavin’s livestock together with the Gross payments received from the Department of
Agriculture without deducting any expense for the minding, looking after, feeding and caring
for the animals for the nine years from 2005 to 2014.

7. Also please explain why you did not award Mike Gavin half of the Grant Money from the
Department of Agriculture after making a decision in your letter on 14th of March 2013 to
accept the claim of Michael to owning half the livestock and all the sheep.

Eileen Linney

Michael Gavin

__________________

_____________________
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03/03/2015 Linney to Henry Tomerys Solicitors Hand written note requesting
reply to previous letter.
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11/04/2015 Linney to Marren Requesting answers to 5 questions.
Mr Robert Marren

2 Mayfield Grove,

Castle Street

Athlone,

Mullingar

Co. Westmeath.

Co. Westmeath.
Date 11-04-2015

Mr Marren,
I request answers to the following:

1. Please explain why I was not awarded €82,500 for my one sixth share in the Land Sale. The
purchase money was paid to you on 27th May 2013.

2. Has the House and adjoining gardens been transferred to Ann Sanford and Kathleen O’
Keefe? I was assured in 2 letters dated 15th Nov 2012 and 7th Dec 2012 from you that the
dwelling house and the lands (approx ½ acre) surrounding same would be excluded from the
sale.

3. Please explain why €3,764.91 was deducted from my share, it was stated on your distribution
account that 50% of share of livestock handed over on closing Sale of Lands. I did not own
any animals.

4. I would like a breakdown of how the figure of €40,892.53 representing fees paid to Robert
Marren & Co. were arrived at. Similarly I would like a breakdown of fees paid to Catherine
O’Connor, Tony McLynn (Solicitor for the other side), Willie Penrose, (why was it necessary
to get his advices). Please advise us of any outstanding bills, has John Glynn, Hogan & Co.
been paid to date, and if not why not.
5. Also please explain why you did not award my brother Mike Gavin half of the Grant Money
from the Department of Agriculture after making a decision in your letter on 14th of March
2013 to accept the claim of Michael to owning half the livestock and all the sheep.

Eileen Linney

________________
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13/04/2015 Gavin to Marren Requesting answers to 7 questions.
Mr Marren

Dundonnell,

Castle Street,

Taughmaconnell,

Mullingar

Co. Roscommon.

Co. Westmeath.
Date 13-04-2015

Mr Marren,
I request answers to the following:
1. Please explain why I was not awarded €82,500 for my one sixth share in the Land Sale. The
purchase money was paid to you on 27th May 2013.
2. Has the House and adjoining gardens been transferred to Ann Sanford and Kathleen O’
Keefe? I was assured in 2 letters dated 15th Nov 2012 and 7th Dec 2012 from you that the
dwelling house and the lands (approx ½ acre) surrounding same would be excluded from the
sale.

3. Please explain how you arrived at your decision to award the moneys received from the sale
of Pat Gavin’s livestock together with the Gross payments received from the Department of
Agriculture without deducting any expense for the minding, looking after, feeding and caring
for the animals for the nine years from 2005 to 2014.

4. Also please explain why you did not award me half of the Grant Money from the Department
of Agriculture after making a decision in your letter on 14th of March 2013 to accept my claim
to owning half the livestock and all the sheep.
5. Where is my refund of €1,400.00 which I paid to Mr John Glynn on 23rd February 2007 on
account of outlay to meet expenses in taking out a Grant of Administration? This sum has not
been taken into account on the revised distribution account which you refers to your letter
dated 11th November 2014.
6. I would like a breakdown of how the figure of €40,892.53 representing fees paid to Robert
Marren & Co. were arrived at. Similarly I would like a breakdown of fees paid to Catherine
O’Connor, Tony McLynn (Solicitor for the other side), Willie Penrose, (why was it necessary
to get his advices).
7. Please advise us of any outstanding bills, has John Glynn, Hogan & Co. been paid to date, and
if not why not.
Michael Gavin
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22/04/2015 Marren to Linney answers to 5 questions.
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19/05/2015 Linney to Marren stating objections to Marren’s 5 answers
Mr Robert Marren

2 Mayfield Grove,

Castle Street,

Athlone,

Mullingar

Co. Westmeath.

Co. Westmeath.
Date 19-05-2015

Mr Marren,
I am writing in response to your letter dated 22 April, 2015. Yes you did finalize the estate against my
wishes.
I do not accept the following responses you made to my letter dated 13-04-2015, and listed below are
my objections:My first question sent to you on 13-04-2015 was
Please explain why I was not awarded €82,500 for my one sixth share in the Land Sale. The purchase
money was paid to you on 27th May 2013.
Your Response
“You received your net share of the proceeds of the sale after usual deductions were made for
Auction costs, legal and auctioneering fees.”
I object to this response because in your letter dated 5th July 2013 you stated that “You will note from
the contents therein that they are not prepared to discharge the entire legal and auctioneering costs
connected with the sale of the lands by public Auction. However, they are prepared to discharge your
share thereof”. I would be much obliged if you would be kind enough to check your files.
I am extremely disappointed that you have not paid my brother Michael Gavin and myself the sum of
€82,500 in respect of our share in the deceased land and it is absolutely imperative that we be paid
same forthwith as same are outstanding since these monies were paid into you on an agreed basis on
27th of May, 2013. I have pointed out this matter to you in numerous letters previous to this and this is
the first time usual deductions were made for Auction costs, legal and auctioneering fees were
mentioned.

My sixth question to you on 13-04-2015 was
I would like a breakdown of how the figure of €40,892.53 representing fees paid to Robert Marren &
Co. were arrived at. Similarly I would like a breakdown of fees paid to Catherine O’Connor, Tony
McLynn (Solicitor for the other side), Willie Penrose, (why was it necessary to get his advices).
Please advise us of any outstanding bills, has John Glynn, Hogan & Co. been paid to date, and if not
why not.
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Your Response
“I have already forwarded to you my detailed Bill of Costs in relation to fees. Catherine O’Connor
prepared Farm Accounts. Mr Tony McLynn was the Solicitor in High Court proceedings on behalf of
some of the parties and was awarded his costs by Order of the High Court as was Hogan & Company.
William Penrose B.L. advices were sought in relation to the sale of lands.”

My Objection to your response:I have not received your detailed Bill of Costs in relation to fees, which has been requested numerous
times to date. I eagerly await your detailed Bill of costs with a detailed breakdown of how the figure
of €40,892.53 representing fees paid to Robert Marren & Co. were arrived at.
I don’t feel that your response “Catherine O’Connor prepared Farm Accounts” is an appropriate
answer to my request for a breakdown of fees paid to Catherine O’Connor, and like wise “Mr Tony
McLynn was the Solicitor in High Court proceedings on behalf of some of the parties and was
awarded his costs by Order of the High Court” is not an appropriate answer to my request for a
breakdown of fees paid to Tony McLynn (Solicitor for the other side).
Were checks issued to all parties or just my brother Michael Gavin and I when you finalized the
estate?
I would appreciate if I could have my €12,500 plus interest that is due to me since 22nd March 2013
immediately by return of post.

Yours sincerely,

Eileen Linney
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09/05/2015 Gavin to Marren stating objections to Marren’s 7 answers
Mr Marren

Dundonnell,

Castle Street,

Taughmaconnell,

Mullingar

Co. Roscommon.

Co. Westmeath.
Date 09-05-2015

Mr Marren,
I am writing in response to your letter dated 22 April, 2015. Yes you did finalise the estate against
my wishes.
I do not accept the excuses you give in response to the 6 points I made to you in my letter dated 1304-2015 and listed below are my objections:My first question sent to you on 13-04-2015 was
Please explain why I was not awarded €82,500 for my one sixth share in the Land Sale. The purchase
money was paid to you on 27th May 2013.
Your Response
“You received your net share of the proceeds of the sale after usual deductions were made for
Auction costs, legal and auctioneering fees.”
I object to this response because in your letter dated 5th July 2013 you stated that “You will note from
the contents therein that there are not prepared to discharge the entire legal and auctioneering costs
connected with the sale of the lands by public Auction. However, they are prepared to discharge your
share thereof”. I would be much obliged if you would be kind enough to check your files and/or verify
the above with Mr Tony Mc Glynn.
I am extremely disappointed that you have not paid my sister Eileen Linney and myself the sum of
€82,500 in respect of our share in the deceased land and it is absolutely imperative that we be paid
same forthwith as same are outstanding since these monies were paid into you on an agreed basis on
27th of May, 2013. I have pointed out this matter to you in numerous letters previous to this and this is
the first time usual deductions were made for Auction costs, legal and auctioneering fees was
mentioned.
My second question to you on 13-04-2015 was

Has the House and adjoining gardens been transferred to Ann Sanford and Kathleen O’ Keefe? I was
assured in 2 letters dated 15th Nov 2012 and 7th Dec 2012 from you that the dwelling house and the
lands (approx ½ acre) surrounding same would be excluded from the sale.
Your Response dated 22-04-2015 postmarked
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“The house and adjoining gardens has not been transferred.”
It appears I was misinformed or misunderstood that the above transfer occurred. I have since made
further enquiries and am told that the house and adjoining 2 gardens still remain in my deceased
brother’s name, is this the situation?
My understanding is that the house and adjoining gardens should be put in the names of the
beneficiaries at closing.
I would like to know why this has not occurred.

My third question to you on 13-04-2015 was
Please explain how you arrived at your decision to award the moneys received from the sale of Pat
Gavin’s livestock together with the Gross payments received from the Department of Agriculture
without deducting any expense for the minding, looking after, feeding and caring for the animals for
the nine years from 2005 to 2014.

Your Response
“As Administrator, it fell to me to make a decision how to treat the proceeds of sale of livestock. I
decided to split this between the Estate and your goodself. However, I did not consider your claim for
maintaining livestock to be justified, given that you were in possession of the estate lands for such a
long period of time free of charge and the fact that you were the joint owner of the livestock anyway. I
also based by decision on the Reports of the Estate Accountant and indeed the treatment of same on
Farm Accounts.”

I object to this decision because the livestock were not yours or the estates to split in the first place. It
was explained to you and Catherine o Connor the Farm accountant the history of the livestock on
numerous occasions by myself, my sister Eilenn Linney and John Glynn our family solicitor, that
myself and my brother had a joint farming operation in respect of which each of us shared the
expenses and took the profits on the saleof our respective animals to include the division of the single
farm payments accordingly as same were received. If you did not accept the explainion why did you
not object at the time and why in your letter on 14th of March 2013 to accept my claim to owning half
the livestock and all the sheep, surely that would have been the time to point out that I would not be
reimbursed for minding, looking after, feeding and caring for the animals for the nine years from 2005
to 2014. I feel I was led down the garden path on this. When I express my concerns to you respond
that you base your decision on the Reports of the Estate and Farm Accountant. Catherine o’Connor
the Farm Accountant on the other hand states it’s a legal matter and my estranged sister Kathleen o
Keefe stated in the past that it would be sorted out at closing.

I and those I have spoken to in relation to this matter FAIL to see the logic to your decision, how do
you expect me to labour for free for 9 years at my own expense and pay vets fee and fodder to fatten
cattle so that those that do nothing can reap the rewards of the GROSS profits. I believe with every
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bone in my body that I am entitled to be paid for the work done and services rendered and monies
expended by me in looking after my brother’s livestock from the time my brother died up to the time
the animals were sold, this you will appreciate involved the daily herding and looking after the
animals to include feeding of the animals in Winter months to include purchase of food stuffs and
discharging vets fees etc.

I also fail to see why it was necessary to hire the addition Estate Accountant. I am of the opinion that
the Farm Accountant Catherine was enough and I recall myself and my sister Eileen Linney explicitly
pointing this out to you at our first and only meeting in your office when we objected to you going to
the further expense of hiring an additional accountant. It appears to me that between them they got it
books wrong.

My fourth question to you on 13-04-2015 was
Also please explain why you did not award me half of the Grant Money from the Department of
Agriculture after making a decision in your letter on 14th of March 2013 to accept my claim to owning
half the livestock and all the sheep.

Your Response
“In my view, the grant monies belong to the Estate. The Farm Accounts as prepared have always
treated the Grant monies as belonging to the Estate and I adopted the same approach in making my
decision.”
After the death of my brother Patrick I was appointed heard keeper for the animals by the Department
of Agriculture. My understanding was that I would receive the grant monies paid from the department
to subsidise the looking after the animals. As I recall I did receive some monies from John Glynn paid
down from the department, and then later on my 2 estranged sisters Anne Sanford and Kathleen o
Keefe objected to this.
You argue in your response that the grant monies belong to the Estate, so therefore it seems only
reasonable that the accounts should charge the estate for looking after the animals.
I don’t understand how you can permit the estate to have it both ways, and I feel I should be awarded
either the grant monies paid by the Department of Agriculture for the nine years I have looked after
all the animals, or in the alternative I should be paid reasonable farm labours wages and refunds for
the expenses incurred in running the farm as appointed heard keeper by the Department of
Agriculture.
The next of kin cannot have it both ways. They cannot on the one hand expect to receive the monies
received from the sale of Pat’s livestock together with the gross payments received from the
Department of Agriculture, without incurring any expense in the minding, looking after and caring for
the animals down through the years.
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My fifth question to you on 13-04-2015 was
Where is my refund of €1,400.00 which I paid to Mr John Glynn on 23rd February 2007 on account of
outlay to meet expenses in taking out a Grant of Administration? This sum has not been taken into
account on the revised distribution account which you refers to your letter dated 11th November 2014.

Your Response
“The refund of €1,400.00 was included in the distribution paid. However, I omitted to forward this to
you and I enclose cheque for this amount and apologise for my oversight.”

My sixth question to you on 13-04-2015 was
I would like a breakdown of how the figure of €40,892.53 representing fees paid to Robert Marren &
Co. were arrived at. Similarly I would like a breakdown of fees paid to Catherine O’Connor, Tony
McLynn (Solicitor for the other side), Willie Penrose, (why was it necessary to get his advices).
Please advise us of any outstanding bills, has John Glynn, Hogan & Co. been paid to date, and if not
why not.

Your Response
“I have already forwarded to you my detailed Bill of Costs in relation to fees. Catherine O’Connor
prepared Farm Accounts. Mr Tony McGlynn was the Solicitor in High Court proceedings on behalf of
some of the parties and was awarded his costs by Order of the High Court as was Hogan & Company.
William Penrose B.L. advices were sought in relation to the sale of lands.”

My Objection to your response:To date we have not received your detailed Bill of Costs in relation to fees, in fact a solicitor
remarked to a member of my family that it was as if you just plucked the figure out of the air.
Regardless I eagerly await your detailed Bill of costs with a detailed breakdown of how the figure of
€40,892.53 representing fees paid to Robert Marren & Co. were arrived at.
I don’t feel that your response “Catherine O’Connor prepared Farm Accounts” is an appropriate
answer to my request for a breakdown of fees paid to Catherine O’Connor, and like wise “Mr Tony
McGlynn was the Solicitor in High Court proceedings on behalf of some of the parties and was
awarded his costs by Order of the High Court” is not an appropriate answer to my request for a
breakdown of fees paid to Tony McLynn (Solicitor for the other side).
I am also still intrigued to know what advices William Penrose B.L. had in relation to the sale of
lands that cost €,1,230
In your response you state that “Mr Tony McGlynn was the Solicitor in High Court proceedings on
behalf of some of the parties and was awarded his costs by Order of the High Court as was Hogan &
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Company.” But were they paid, in other words were checks issues to them when the finalized
distribution occurred. In fact were check issued to all parties or just my sister Eileen Linney and I.
I note your paragraph where you state “Eileen Linney has queried the position regarding the livestock
on the lands. As you know, there was livestock on the lands on the date of sale. As these could not be
herded, I apportioned the value of the livestock equally between yourself and Eileen Linney and
allowed this for the other beneficiaries. Accordingly, the livestock on the lands on the date of sale are
owned equally between yourself and Eileen Linney. The value was deemed to be €3,764.91 each as
per the Estate Accounts.”
I trust from this above statement I am obliged to reimburse Eileen the above amount of €3,764.91
that you allowed for the other beneficiaries.

Your responses do not clarify the position for me.
I was very disappointed at the way you dealt with the auction of the property the auction aborted and
the purchasers did not proceed with the purchase. My understanding was that the successful bidder
was obliged to come up with the full sales price within 30 days, however the way I see it is that you
accommodated the my 2 estranged sisters Anne Sanford and Kathleen o’ Keefe by permitting them to
obtain letters from the other beneficiaries to wave their interest in the estate and therefore Sanford and
o’Keefe were only required to hand over 2/6’s of the purchase price months in lieu of when of the 30
day limit. In hindsight if my sister and I were made aware of this option prior to the auction we would
have been in different financial position. However as I said our understanding was 10% deposit on the
day of auction and full remaining purchase amount within 30 days.
I am also not pleased with the way you dealt with my objections prior to the Estate Accounts being
finalised. How were we to know that Mr Henry would not deal with this matter for one reason or
another after keeping the files in his possession for 2 months.
It has been suggested to me that you are forcing us into court and I don’t think this is fair considering
my age and the length of time and unnecessary expense this will cause.
I have every intention of reporting this whole matter to the law society.
I will also seek the advices of the legal office in the Department Agriculture in relation to the
purposes of grant monies paid to a farmer and appointed herd keeper.
I will also report to the MEDIA via the Internet, Newspaper, Radio and Television the injustice I feel
I have received in relation to this matter.
I now feel I understand what the old people meant when they said “the law is a straight as a door jam,
but its those that’s implementing it that crocked”.
To sum up my demands are simply this

My sister and I to be compensated the full amount of €82,500 in respect of our share in the deceased
land.
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The 2 parcels of land folio numbers xxxx and xxx to be transfer to the buyers, the house and 2 adjoin
gardens to be transferred to all the beneficiaries of the estate.
A reversal of your decision on how you awarded the grand monies and a redistribution of full amount
€82,500 to me
A full breakdown of the fees that were paid to the above parties mention including yourself.
I or all those I have spoken too do not think my demands are unreasonable and I will not be bullied,
forced or tricked into accepting the term you propose.

Michael Gavin
__________________
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09/06/2015 Linney to Marren informing him of complaints to Law Society and
demands
Mr Robert Marren

2 Mayfield Grove,

Castle Street,

Athlone,

Mullingar

Co. Westmeath.

Co. Westmeath.
Date 09-06-2015

Mr Marren,
I am writing to inform you that I am filing complaints against you to the Law Society, in relation to
the way you have dealt with the administration of my late brother Patrick Gavin’s Estate.
I wish to put you on notice that the cheque you sent to me on the 20th January, 2015 in the sum of
€101,385.57 in respect of my benefit in the Estate of Patrick Gavin deceased is not sufficient.

My demands are simply this

I demand to be compensated the full amount of €82,500 (NOT €70,459.15 as per your Distribution
Account) plus interest from 27th May 2013, (the date Robert B. Marren & Co. received the money) in
respect of my share in the deceased land.
The house and 2 adjoining gardens to be transferred to all the beneficiaries of the estate.
A full detailed breakdown of the fees with correct invoices that were paid to the following parties
including yourself.
Catherine O’Conner Accountant
John Dolan Auctioneer
Willie Penrose BL
You reduce your Total overall fee to €7,000.
Provide me with a bill of costs for T & N McLynn, Solicitors, Athlone.
You pay for the additional accountant Damien Hannigan in Mullingar that you hired against my
wishes.
You pay for the advices you received from Willie Penrose BL.
Reduce John Dolan’s Auctioneering Fee to 1% of the Auction purchase price to €4,950
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You agree to cover all excessive fees that are uncovered when/if the bill is referred to the Taxing
Master.
You pay me an additional €3,000 to cover my costs.
Refund my brother Michael Gavin 50% of payments received from the Department of Agriculture to
Robert Marren & Co. Solicitors €41,490.52 + €10,400.83 giving a total of €51,891.35 (representing
his share of the farming profits)
Letter of apology to me, acknowledging the inadequate professional service you provided, the
excessive fees that were charged, and the conscious and intentional disregard you displayed through
your gross misconduct in the administration of the Estate of Patrick Gavin deceased.
Yours sincerely,
Eileen Linney
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16/06/2015 Linney to Henry informing him of complaints to Law Society and
demands
Mr Tony Henry,

2 Mayfield Grove,

Tormeys Solicitors,

Athlone,

Castle Street,

Co. Westmeath.

Athlone,
Co. Westmeath.

Date 16-06-2015

Mr Henry,
I am writing to inform you that I am filing complaints against you to the Law Society. I am not
satisfied at how you dealt with the following:
Letter from John Glynn Solicitor, Patrick Hogan & Co. dated 14th January, 2015;

Letter from my brother Michael Gavin and I on 6th February, 2015.
My demands are simply this
You agree to cover costs that my brother Michael Gavin and I incur as a result of your gross
negligence which have yet to be determined.

Letter of apology to me, acknowledging the inadequate professional service you have provided, and
the conscious and intentional disregard you displayed through your gross misconduct in failing to
undertake the instructions made on our behalf by our family solicitor John Glynn, Patrick Hogan &
Co. Ballinasloe, Co. Galway.

Yours faithfully,

Eileen Linney
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17/06/2015 Linney to Marren pointing out bill of costs provides no detail and
requesting a number of invoices and conformation of bills paid again.
Mr Robert Marren

2 Mayfield Grove,

Castle Street,

Athlone,

Mullingar

Co. Westmeath.

Co. Westmeath.
Date 17-06-2015

Mr Marren,
I am writing to inform you that I am finally in receipt of your letter dated the 2nd June, 2015 and as far
as I am concerned you have not dealt with the matters I raised in my letter dated 19th of May 2015 in
previous correspondence.
As I informed you in my letter of 09th of June, 2015, I have since filed complaints against you to the
Law Society, in relation to the way you have dealt with the administration of my late brother Patrick
Gavin’s Estate.
The Bill of Costs that you have provided with your letter dated the 2nd June, 2015 is the first Bill of
Costs my brother Michael Gavin or I have ever received from you and it is not true to imply that you
forwarded us a Bill of Costs in earlier correspondence.
In my letter to you on the 11th April, 2015, the first part of my fourth question was
“I would like a breakdown of how the figure of €40,892.53 representing fees paid to Robert Marren &
Co. were arrived at.”
Your response on 22nd April, 2015 was
“I have already forwarded to you my detailed Bill of Costs in relation to fees.”
Which my brother Michael Gavin or I did NOT receive.
However what you have sent me finally with your letter dated the 2nd June, 2015 is not a detailed Bill
of Costs in that it does not provide a breakdown of how the figure of €40,892.53 representing fees
paid to Robert Marren & Co. were arrived at.
When a solicitor is requested to furnish a detailed bill of costs, the requirements set out in Order 99,
Rules of the Superior Courts are relevant. This was confirmed by the High Court in Smyth v.
Montgomery.43 Order 99, rule 29(5) requires a bill of costs to adopt the following format: “ Bills of
costs are to be prepared with seven separate columns:— ( a ) the first or lefthand column for dates; (
b ) the second for the numbers of the items; ( c ) the third for the particulars of the services charged
for; ( d ) the fourth for disbursements; ( e ) the fifth for the Taxing Masters' deductions from
disbursements; ( f ) the sixth for the professional charges; ( g ) the seventh for the Taxing Masters'
deductions from professional charges.” These requirements must be complied with and, in the event
that the bill of costs is not within the requisite format, the time allowed for a client to submit the bill
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for taxation will not begin to run.44 There are important judicial pronouncements regarding the
content of bills of costs in contentious matters.45 A solicitor who is required to deliver a detailed bill
of costs in a non-contentious matter should heed those decisions regarding the preparation of bills of
costs in contentious matters.

http://www.justice.ie/en/JELR/LegalCostsIreland.pdf/Files/LegalCostsIreland.pdf
I take issue with your reluctance to provide a detailed breakdown of how the figure of €40,892.53
representing fees paid to Robert Marren & Co. were arrived at. I also feel I am entitled to a
breakdown of all other fees paid out of the Estate funds and who was paid what at closing.
I also take issue with your persistent reluctance to provide the following
Bill of Cost for T & N McLynn, Solicitors, Athlone
Correct invoice for Catherine O’Conner. Her invoice states Total Amount Due €584.25 while Cash
Account dated 18th July, 2014 “Fees paid to Catherine O’ Connor €6,857.25.
Invoice for William Penrose B.L. or explanation of why his opinion was sought.
Invoice for John Dolan Auctioneer and breakdown of the handsome fee he was paid.
Answer to “has John Glynn, Hogan & Co. Ballinasloe been paid to date, and if not why not”?
Answer to “has John Glynn, Hogan & Co. Ballinasloe been paid to date, and if not why not”?
Any outstanding bills.
You make numerous references in the Bill of Cost to correspondence between you and the
Department of Agriculture. I would appreciate a copy of all the correspondence you had with the
Department of Agriculture.

Yours faithfully,

Eileen Linney
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29/06/2015 Law Society to Linney rejecting complaints against Robert Marren
stating Mr Marren distributed the estate based on his client’s very clear
instructions.
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29/06/2015 Law Society to Linney rejecting complaints against Tony Henry
Tormeys Solicitors
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01/07/2015 Linney to Law Society requesting explanation to their stating Mr
Marren distributed the estate based on his client’s very clear instructions.
Requesting the Law Society to reconsider the matter and pay attention to 20
points of contention.
Tony Watson

2 Mayfield Grove,

Solicitor,

Athlone,

Deputy Head of Complaints

Co. Westmeath.

and Client Relations Section
Date 01-07-2015

Ref: 22942/L/19/7

Dear Mr. Watson,
I acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 29th June, 2015. I am extremely disappointed that based on
the 8 individual complaints I made in relation to how Mr. Marren, Solicitor, dealt with the
administration of my late brother Patrick Gavin’s Estates; you do not believe that these complaints of
inadequate professional services, alleged over charging and misconduct, warrant investigation by the
Law Society of Ireland.You are most correct when you state that Mr. Marren was clearly dealing with
a very complex and contentious estate, as were my brother Michael Gavin and I. However that does
not give him the right to proceed as he did.
What exactly do you mean when you state that “Mr. Marren has set out in some detail how the estate
would be distributed, based upon his client’s very clear instructions?”
It would appear that our family Solicitors John Glynn’s, suspicions were correct when he stated in his
letter to Tony Henry, Tormeys Solicitors on 14th January, 2015, “Finally, for the purpose of
endeavouring to avoid further proceedings in the matter, I would suggest that you immediately
telephone Robert Marren to advise him that you have received instructions to act and enquire just
where exactly does he stand in this matter and enquire whether or not his hands are tied by the
instructions received from Messrs. Sanford & O’Keeffe and/or their Solicitors, Messr. T & N
McLynn.”
If you consider Messrs. Sanford & O’Keeffe clients of Mr. Marren, where does that leave my brother
Michael Gavin and I. I was under the impression that we were all beneficiaries of the Estate and our
clear instructions and objections should be dealt with in a fair and unbiased way by the administrator
Mr. Marren.
You go on to acknowledge my brothers letter of the 5th December, 2014 in which my brother Michael
Gavin states “If a fair allowance is not made on an agreed basis, I will not give my consent to any
distribution account prepared by you. Similarly, my sisters will also have to agree before a
distribution account can be finalised and a distribution effected. Accordingly you as Administrator
will be unable to distribute the estate unless you can procure agreement between us and, if this
agreement is not forthcoming, I am advised the only way you, as Administrator, can be protected is to
go back into Court and get a Court Order directing how the estate can be distributed.”
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However Mr. Marren passed the book to us and demanded court proceeding to prevent the
distribution, and although he extended the time for the distribution to allow for the proceedings to be
issued and served, as you stated yourself in letter Ref 22943/L/19/7 “It is quite clear from the
chronology, that Mr. Henry was only instructed over a very limited period, and there is reference to
this being over the Christmas Period December/January 2014/2015.” While this does not excuse Mr.
Henry’s reluctance to undertake John Glynn’s verbal and written instructions, I hope you can
appreciate that the very limited period was based on Mr. Marren’s decision to finalise the distribution
of the estate with little regard to our objections.
You are quiet right we had difficulties with both solicitors and barristers to the extent that there
appears to be a significant reluctance from local Solicitors to challenge Mr. Marren. After Mr.
Henry’s advice that it could take up to 3 years and costs in the range of €60,000 to €100,000 to sue
Mr. Marren we are fearful that we may be taken advantage of again and loose the reduced amount we
were awarded to date. We believe that Mr. Marren should not have finalised the distribution without
addressing our objections, and it appears he did same to avoid paying our €82,500 1/6 share of the
land from action in isolation to the rest of the estate.
I was of the belief that my complaints to the Law Society of Ireland would get Mr. Marren to see the
error in his judgement and the seriousness of the matter.
I maintain that a number of my complaints do relate to alleged overcharging and inadequate
professional service and I have difficulty understanding why the Society refuses to investigate them.
I do appreciate that the Society’s complaints and clients relations Committee has no role in
determining the proper distribution of an Estate, or effectively acting as a mediator in a dispute
between beneficiaries, and I apologise if I gave that impression that’s what I was seeking.
While these are matters that can only be dealt with by the court if they cannot be resolved by
agreement I believe it should be the Administrator who goes back into Court to get a Court Order
directing how the estate can be distributed not the elderly beneficiaries.
Before referring this matter to the independent Adjudicator and/or tribunal I would greatly appreciate
it if you could reconsider the matter paying particular attention to the fact that Mr. Marren
21. Allowed confusion to arise in relation to the exact disbursement of funds held by him;
22. Grossly delayed, without reasonable explanation, the administration of the estate, the
deceased person having died in 2005 some ten years ago;
23. Showed a complete disregard for the interests of the beneficiaries, whom Mr. Marren,
Solicitor, knew to be elderly, and by his conduct is depriving two of the beneficiaries, of the
enjoyment of their share in the estate;
24. Provided an inadequate professional service and it is not of a quality that could reasonably be
expected of a solicitor. There is no good reason why Mr Marren did not “bite the bullet” and
pay over the full €82,500 when he received the funds way back on 27th of May 2013.
25. Being reluctant to resolve the issue in isolation to the rest of the Estate;
26. Not provided the detailed bill of costs to include a detailed breakdown of how the figure of
€40,892.53 representing fees paid to Robert Marren & Co. were arrived at, I believe that legal
and auctioneering fees are excessive, and my brother Michael Gavin and I should not be
charged for same as the beneficiaries on the otherside agreed to waive them. 05/07/13
Marron to Gavin and Linney enclosing copy letter dated 3rd of July, 2013 from T & N
McLynn;
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27. Breached the following regulation of the solicitors’ account regulations, 2001: • Regulation
4(2): by failing without delay to pay monies held or controlled by them in respect of outlays
not yet disbursed into client account and failing to treat such monies in all respects as client
money;
28. Breached the following regulation of the solicitors’ account regulations, 2001: Regulation 5:
by holding monies to which they were beneficially entitled in a client account for longer than
three months in respect of outlays already disbursed, or which should have been the subject
matter of a bill of costs furnished to the client concerned;
29. Brought the solicitors profession into disrepute;
30. Denied my brother Michael Gavin a share in the farming profits, to the extent that my brother
was working for nothing over the 9 years in question from October, 2005 through to 2013;
31. Provided an inadequate professional service and it is not of a quality that could reasonably be
expected of a solicitor with regards to the explanation he provides to explain how he arrived
at his decision to award the moneys received from the sale of Pat Gavin’s livestock together
with the Gross payments received from the Department of Agriculture without deducting any
expense for the minding, looking after, feeding and caring for the animals for the nine years
from 2005 to 2014;
32. Delayed making the decision regarding my brother Michael Gavin’s share in the farming
profits and rightful share of the grant monies received from the Department of Agriculture
until the very end with the draft distribution account that contained countless errors on 18th
September, 2014. Michael Gavin was lied to and led to believe that he would be refunded at
closing by some of the beneficiaries. Why did Mr. Marren make a decision around March
2013 to accept Michael Gavin’s claim to owning half the livestock and all the sheep? But yet
for no logical reason refuses to award him the net amount €116,789.11 due to him out of the
Single Payment Entitlements representing my ½ share in the profits from farming the lands,
which was also sent to Mr. Marren, Solicitor, on the 5th of December, 2015 for his
consideration. There is no good reason why he took advantage of my brother Michael Gavin’s
good nature and delayed his decision in this matter until the end;
33. Squandered the Estate assets by hiring an additional accountant against my wishes at a cost of
€8,751.45;
34. Accounting mistakes and lack of clarity;
35. Forced me to incur additional unnecessary expenses in drafting documents and letters time
and time again to prove my claim;
36. Not furnished a detailed statement of all the legal costs to his client. Under Section 68 of
the Solicitors (Amendment) Act, 1994 provides for charges to clients. Under these provisions
a solicitor should furnish a detailed statement of all the legal costs to his client;
37. Not furnished a copy of Solicitor T & N McLynn’s Bill of Costs for the handsome fee of
€38,941.00;
38. Provided incorrect invoice for Catherine O’Conner Accountant. Catherine O’Conner’s
invoice states Total Amount Due €584.25 while Cash Account dated 18th July, 2014 “Fees
paid to Catherine O’ Connor €6,857.25;
39. Not provided an invoice for William Penrose B.L. or explanation of why his opinion was
sought for €1,230.00;
40. Not provided an invoice for John Dolan Auctioneer and breakdown of the fee he was paid. As
I recalls the auctioneer John Dolan did advertise the auction extensively and I recalls full and
half page ads appeared in the local newspapers. I would argue that based on the amount of
interest and bids made at the auction that these ads served no purpose other than to promote
John Dolans Auctioneering service as a whole. I believe that a free mention in the local
parish newsletter would have sufficed.
Yours faithfully,

Eileen Linney
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02/07/2015 Linney to Law Society expressing dissatisfaction at the Law Society’s
reluctance to investigate Mr. Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors
Tony Watson

2 Mayfield Grove,

Solicitor,

Athlone,

Deputy Head of Complaints

Co. Westmeath.

and Client Relations Section
Date 02-07-2015
Ref: 22943/L/19/7

Dear Mr. Watson,
I acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 29th June, 2015. I am extremely disappointed that based on
the 2 complaints I made in relation to Mr. Henry, Solicitor, failure to undertake instructions; you do
not believe that these complaints of inadequate professional services, and misconduct, warrant
investigation by the Law Society of Ireland.
As I have pointed out to you in the correspondence Ref: 22942/L/19/7 Mr. Marren avoided going
back into Court to get a Court Order directing how the estate could be distributed in view of the fact
that he did not procure agreement between all the beneficiaries, by demanding that my elderly brother
Michael Gavin and I issue court proceedings to prevent the distribution of the estate.
I hope you can appreciate that the very limited period was based on Mr. Marren’s decision to finalise
the distribution of the estate with little regard to our objections, however this does not excuse Mr.
Henry’s reluctance to undertake John Glynn’s verbal instructions before Christmas and written
instructions thereafter.
It would also appear that Mr. Henry of Tormeys Solicitors, Athlone also facilitated Mr. Marren by not
phoning him or writing him immediately as requested by John Glynn Solicitor, (14/01/2015 John
Glynn Patrick Hogan & Co. to Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors, Athlone requesting him to ring and
write a short letter to Mr. Marren immediately confirming that he would act in the matter in response
to Marren’s threat to effect a distribution of the Estate.) nor did he inform us, so that we could
engage another Solicitor to act on our behalf or seek an extension from Mr. Marren’s closing. It would
appear that Tony Henry of Tormeys Solicitors in addition to Mr. Marron also does not possess the
quality that could reasonably be expected of a solicitor.
I have difficulty understanding why the Society refuses to investigate Mr. Henry’s failure to respond
to correspondence, including correspondence that was crucial and significant to my brother Michael
Gavin and I. It would appear that Mr. Henry’s conduct fell short of the required standard in the
profession and amounted to professional misconduct.
In answer to your question I did not receive a response from Mr. Henry to my letter of 6 Februry
2015. In fact I have never received written corespondance from Mr. Henry, Solicitor.
You are correct to state that Mr. Henry is no longer prepared to continue acting for me, in fact I would
argue that by virtue of the fact that Mr. Henry did not undertake John Glynn instructions would
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suggest that in fact Mr. Henry was never prepared to act for me. As I recall at our meeting in his
office he stated that he could see no fault in Mr. Marren going ahead to finalize the distribution
without addressing our objections, namely to pay our €82,500 1/6 share of the land from the auction
in isolation to the rest of the estate. I do recall he stated he would have administered the estate in the
same fashion himself, which begs the question why he was still adamant that we should retain his
services to sue Mr. Marren, and put his shoulder to the wheel as he put it.
What occurred is as follows:
We met with Henry on 30th January 2015 in his office.
Henry agreed to put his “shoulder to the wheel” on our behalf and contact Mr Marren and express our
anger at the way the matter was being dealt with.
As I recall he suggested that court proceedings could take up to 3 years with fees in the region of
€60,000 to €100,000, and he suggested that I should take my age into consideration.
He told us he would send us the figures of costs and details in relation to suing Mr. Marren, but he
never did.
At the meeting he also agreed to contact us after his call to Marren to let us know how it went.
I followed up and had to ring Henry numerous times before he finally returned my call weeks after
our meeting on the 16th February 2015. I was on a noisy bus at the time and do not recall exactly what
Henry said other that he would send a letter with details of costs and what would be involved, but he
never did that.
However this letter never arrived, so after waiting about 2 months in or around the end of March I
spoke to another Solicitor in Athlone Martin Egan. Martin assisted me to write a letter to disengage
Henry. Then I dropped the file off at Martins Office. However Martin Egan was not prepared to
engage with Marren and stated to me on the phone “Do you know who Bob Marron is? He’s the son
in-law of Aidan O’Carroll (a well know retired Solicitor in the town of Athlone). He also stated that
he himself was involved in many different committees and associations in the town and he was about
to hand over his role in those associations to Marren. He said he was not going to deal with it and
when was I calling to collect the files, to which I responded that I would collect them that day. I went
on to ask him if he could suggest a Solicitor that would deal with it and he suggested that I go east or
west but not around Athlone.
I then sought the advice of Paddy Kilduff a local county councillor, who suggested a Solicitor Declan
O’Callaghan. The Case to Council files were sent to Declan O’Callaghan, Solicitor and I hand
delivered a copy to the Four Courts for Donal Keane B.L. the Barrister who originally dealt with the
High court case.
Unfortunately Declan O’Callaghan, Solicitor after reviewing the files sent it back stating that he was
too busy. Donal Keane also returned the files stating that he could not deal directly unless we engaged
a Solicitor which as you will appreciate we have had difficulty’s doing to date.
I do appreciate that the Society’s does not investigate complaints relating to alleged negligence and I
apologise for mentioning gross negligence in my previous complaint correspondence.
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I believe there is sufficient evidence of alleged inadequate professional service and before referring
this matter to the independent Adjudicator and/or tribunal I would greatly appreciate it if you could
reconsider the matter paying particular attention to the fact that Mr. Henry

6. Showed a complete disregard for the instruction of my brother Michael Gavin and I, whom
Mr. Henry, Solicitor, knew to be elderly, and by his conduct has deprived us the opportunity
to have our objections addressed, and our €82,500 1/6 share of the land from the auction
dealt with in isolation to the rest of the estate. Not to mention my brother Michael Gavin’s
share in the farming profits net amount €116,789.11 due to him out of the Single Payment
Entitlements representing his ½ share in the profits from farming the lands.
7. Provided an inadequate professional service and it is not of a quality that could reasonably be
expected of a solicitor. There is no good reason why Mr Henry did not at least telephone Mr.
Marren in an effort to avoid further proceedings;
8. Provided an inadequate professional service and it is not of a quality that could reasonably be
expected of a solicitor with regards to his reluctance to deal with any of our correspondence,
and basically sit on the files for over 2 months.
9. It would appear that Tony Henry, Solicitor, by not undertaking to provide formal notification
to Mr. Robert Marren, Solicitor (on or before the 16th of January) as instructed to do so
previously by John Glynn, Solicitor, of our intention to institute proceedings in order to
prevent Mr. Marren’s distribution of the Estate of Patrick Gavin, Deceased, was seeking to
waste my assets in further litigation, and incur enormous legal expenses of €60,000 to
€100,000 based on his estimates and a further 3 years in court.
10. Forced me to incur additional unnecessary expenses.

Yours faithfully,

Eileen Linney
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11/07/2015 Linney & Gavin to Marren & Law Society. Response to Mr. Marren’s
refusal to pay John Glynn Solicitor and drawing attention to Mr. Marrens Bully
Boy Tactics and financial elder abuse.
Mr Robert Marren

2 Mayfield Grove,

Castle Street,

Athlone,

Mullingar

Co. Westmeath.

Co. Westmeath.

Tony Watson

Michael Gavin

Solicitor,

Dundonnell,

Deputy Head of Complaints

Taughmaconnell,

and Client Relations Section
Ref: 22942/L/19/7

Date: 11/07/2015

Mr. Marren,

Further to the letter my brother Michael Gavin and I received from John Glynn, Solicitor Patrick
Hogan & Co. on 9th July 2015 which states
“I telephoned Mr. Marren today to enquire why I had not received payment on the basis that
absolutely everybody else in the Estate has been paid and his response was that he continued to
receive letters from you complaining about fees while threatening to go to the Law Society. He said he
was not prepared to pay out my fees while these threats existed.”
The letter also states
“it would appear he will not pay out these fees unless you write him and confirm to him that you are
not objecting to my fees and direct him to pay same. If you are not prepared to do so, you will leave
me with no choice but to proceed to taxation of costs and then subsequently. I will be obliged to sue
Mr. Marren for recovery of my fees. This is grossly unfair situation in that Pat is dead almost ten
years. I have not been paid for any of my services rendered either to you or to the Estate over that
period.”
Our objections to the above are as follows;
We do not consider our reporting you to the Law Society a threat. We have every right to seek justice
for the unjust and unfair way we have been dealt with and taken advantage of considering our age, by
you the administrator and the beneficiaries of the Estate to the extent that it constitutes ELDER
ABUSE.
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In the event that the Law Society of Ireland does not accept that our 8 complaints of inadequate
professional services, alleged over charging and misconduct, warrant investigation we have every
intention of referring this matter to the independent Adjudicator, the solicitors disciplinary tribunal
Dublin , An Garda Síochána and the Health Service Executive HSE. Although this whole matter is a
source of embarrassment to us, we will have no hesitation in disclosing same in the public domain, as
it is our belief that the general public have a right to be made aware of the events that took place and
let them judge for themselves based on the true facts.
While we have every intent of pursuing you vigorously to meet our demands to include recovery of
the funds not distributed to us to date, we fail to see the logic to your persistent reluctance to pay
Patrick Hogan & Co. in isolation to our efforts to seek justice in this matter, or “threats” as you put it.
This is reminiscent of the manner in which you dealt with paying out our 1/6 share from the sale of
the Estate lands. Here again despite our persistent requests you Mr. Robert Marren refused to pay out
same until finalising the distribution during the Christmas period 2014-2015, without addressing our
objections, and it appears you did same to avoid paying our 1/6 share of the land from auction in
isolation to the rest of the estate, notwithstanding the fact that the moneys for same were in your
possession nearly 2 years previously. You have yet to provide a reasonable explanation of why you
did not “bite the bullet” and pay over the full amount when you Mr. Robert Marren received the funds
way back on 27th of May 2013.
Do you not recall that I wrote to you on 11th April 2015 and stated “Please advise us of any
outstanding bills, has John Glynn, Hogan & Co. been paid to date, and if not why not.”
I believe this should make it clear to you that there is no objection to Patrick Hogan & Co. fee being
paid.
In your response on 22nd April you Mr. Marren state “Mr Tony Mclynn was the Solicitor in High
Court proceedings on behalf of some of the parties and was awarded his costs by Order of the High
Court as was Hogan & Company.”
Based on your response we felt that the fees to Patrick Hogan & Co. were paid. However if you felt
we objected to the fees to Patrick Hogan & Co. why did you not question the issue then.
We have never ever threatened you in any way, and most certainly not in regard to fees to Patrick
Hogan & Co.
It would appear to us your reluctance Mr. Marren to paying the fee to Patrick Hogan & Co. in
isolation of our “threats” as you put it are just another example of your BULLY BOY TACTICS and
we do not appreciate the manner in which you Mr. Marren attempt to force us to concede to your
demands by refusing to “pay out Patrick Hogan & Co. fees while these threats exist”.
You may also recall a letter was also sent to your office in Mullingar on 17TH of June 2015 stating the
following;
“I take issue with your reluctance to provide a detailed breakdown of how the figure of €40,892.53
representing fees paid to Robert Marren & Co. were arrived at. I also feel I am entitled to a
breakdown of all other fees paid out of the Estate funds and who was paid what at closing.
I also take issue with your persistent reluctance to provide the following
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Bill of Cost for T & N McLynn, Solicitors, Athlone
Correct invoice for Catherine O‟Conner. Her invoice states Total Amount Due €584.25 while Cash
Account dated 18th July, 2014 “Fees paid to Catherine O‟ Connor €6,857.25.
Invoice for William Penrose B.L. or explanation of why his opinion was sought.
Invoice for John Dolan Auctioneer and breakdown of the handsome fee he was paid.
Answer to “has John Glynn, Hogan & Co. Ballinasloe been paid to date, and if not why not”?
Answer to “has John Glynn, Hogan & Co. Ballinasloe been paid to date, and if not why not”?
Any outstanding bills.”
We have yet to receive a response to that letter above which we sent register post notwithstanding the
fact that these questions were posed to you in previous correspondence numerous times prior and
regardless we have a right to be furnished with copies of same. You Mr. Robert Marren will note that
points 5 and 6 of that letter of 17TH of June 2015, are one in the same and we underlined if not why
not”? in an effort to draw your attention to same which apparently you have yet to do.
Why were we not provided with a Bill of Cost for T & N McLynn, Solicitors, Athlone who we were
informed was paid their handsome amount of €38,941.00 approximately a year prior to your finalised
distribution during the Christmas period 2014-2015.
When exactly was T & N McLynn, Solicitors, Athlone paid and why were they paid in advance of the
finalised distribution while you refused to pay our 1/6 share of the land from auction or fees to Patrick
Hogan & Co.??
You did not seek our approval for T & N McLynn, Solicitors bill nor did you request if we objected to
same after they represented the other side beneficiaries who put the Estate of my late brother Patrick
Gavin to enormous legal expense with their High Court Special Summons where they sought to sell
the roof over my head among other things.
“By notices in writing Kathleen „OKeefe, and Mary Theresa Harte have confirmed their desire to
have the house and lands of the estate sold. Nicholas Duffy and his four children have also confirmed
that they desire to have the property sold. It is also the wish of the Plaintiff that the property be sold.”
Bearing in mind that the beneficiaries namely Anne Sanford, Kathleen O’Keefe, Mike Harte, Brenda
Harte Waters, Michelle Harte, Philomena Duffy, Patrick Duffy, Catherine Duffy and Noel Duffy and
their Solicitor T & N McLynn were well aware that Michael Gavin was entitled to live in the home
for the rest of his days per his father’s will which they were all furnished with a copy of. As we recall
we were required to attend the high court on 3 separate days, the first of which none of the
beneficiaries attended. On the second day we were informed by our barrister Donal Keane B.L. that
they were in another room arguing amongst themselves, and then finally we got before the judge on
the third day. This is just one of the numerous examples of their vengeful, spiteful behaviour where
they squandered the Estate assets. Not to mention the inconvenience, and additional expenses that
were incurred to hire a man to mind the “Estate Animals” for 3 days, there was no mention of any
funds to cover that cost in your finalised distribution.
On another occasion which we kept you update on, we recall one of the beneficiaries Kathleen
O’Keefe rushed us into signing a lease agreement on 27th August, 2014 without providing us an
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opportunity to read over same carefully or to consider the matter. Consequently we were forced to get
legal advice in order to amend a number of the conditions including Michael Gavin’s agreement to
“having fully restored the lands to grassland by ploughing and reseeding by no later than the 31st of
July 2015.” Lands that were never used for tillage, and even if they were who would commit to a
short term 1 year lease with that condition. This appears underhanded to us and highlights the
inadequate professional service provided by their Solicitor T&N McLynn, Athlone. It is not of a
quality that could reasonably be expected of a solicitor and served no purpose other than to force us to
incur additional unnecessary expenses for legal advice to draft letters in response to the lease
agreement Kathleen O’Keefe tricked me Michael Gavin into signing.
You have not provided the correct invoice for Catherine O’Conner. Her invoice states Total Amount
Due €584.25 while Cash Account dated 18th July, 2014 “Fees paid to Catherine O’ Connor €6,857.25.
You did not seek our approval for seeking William Penrose B.L opinion. No Invoice for William
Penrose B.L. or explanation of why his opinion was sought.
You did not seek our approval for John Dolan Auctioneer. No Invoice for John Dolan Auctioneer and
breakdown of the fee he was paid was provided to us to date. As we recall the auctioneer John Dolan
did advertise the auction extensively and I recall full and half page ads appeared in the local
newspapers. We would argue that based on the amount of interest and bids made at the auction that
these ads served no purpose other than to promote John Dolans Auctioneering service as a whole. To
be honest a free mention in the local parish newsletter would have sufficed.
You did not seek our approval for Damien Hannigan & Company Limited Chartered Accountant,
Mullingar. Why was he hired against our explicate wishes to oversee the accounts of Catherine
O’Conner. He charged in my opinion an excessive fee of €8,751.45 which we consider to be
extremely expensive and an unnecessary expense. Although he was hired to oversee the accounts his
fee is in excess of Catherine O’Conner’s fee. John Glynn, Solicitor, Patrick Hogan & Co. did not put
the Estate to the additional expense of hiring an additional Accountant so it begs the question why did
you?
I fail to understand why you now require me to write you and confirm to you that we are not objecting
to Patrick Hogan & Co. fees and direct you to pay same. I feel this has being dealt with adequately in
previous correspondence as above and I fail to understand your logic as to why this is the only bill out
of them all that you require us to approve.
It would appear that there is a personal axe to grind between your own good self and John Glynn,
Solicitor, Patrick Hogan & Co. and you have no business drawing us into your personal battles
between members of your own profession.
In our opinion it would be more befitting of you to write to each of the beneficiaries namely Anne
Sanford, Wesley, Mass USA, Kathleen O’Keefe, Glanmire, Cork, Mike Harte,Wesley, Mass USA,
Brenda Harte Waters Quincy, Mass USA, Michelle Harte Wesley, Mass USA, Philomena Duffy
Mayo, Patrick Duffy, Clare, Catherine Duffy, Monksland, Athlone and Noel Duffy, Athlone, as I have
done and claw back the monies owed to us.
They cannot on the one hand expect to receive the monies from the sale of my late brother Pat
Gavin’s livestock together with the gross payments received from the Department of Agriculture,
without incurring any expense for the minding, looking after and caring for the animals down through
the years.
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Catherine O’Conner’s Account Summary 24/02/2012 shows that throughout the entire farming period
between 2005 and 2012 the cattle sales came to a figure of €46,589 and the expenses came to a figure
of €45,918. Accordingly, the expenses in running the farm were almost equal to the proceeds of sale
of livestock. Therefore the profit from the farming operation represented the monies received each
year from the Department of Agriculture under the single Payment Scheme, the Disadvantaged Area
Scheme and any other Schemes of the Department of Agriculture, less any income tax payable to the
state arising out of the farming operation.
We and those we have spoken to in relation to this matter FAIL to see the logic to your reluctance
Mr. Robert Marren to see reason in this matter, how do you expect a person to labour for free for 9
years at their own expense and pay vets fees and fodder to fatten cattle so that those THAT DO
NOTHING can reap the rewards of the GROSS profits. I Michael Gavin believe with every bone in
my body that I am entitled to be paid for the work done and services rendered and monies expended
by me in looking after my brother’s livestock from the time my brother died up to the time the
animals were sold, this you will appreciate involved the daily herding and looking after the animals to
include feeding of the animals in Winter months to include purchase of food stuffs and discharging
vets fees etc.
By denying me Michael Gavin a half share in the profits it means that Michael Gavin WAS
WORKING FOR NOTHING over the years in question from October, 2005 through to 2013. This
is totally unjust and totally unacceptable to us.
We will not accept the present situation which is totally unfair and leaves Michael Gavin without any
compensation whatsoever for the time and trouble in looking after the animals on behalf of the estate
and also deprives Michael Gavin of any profit he may have earned in the rearing and looking after his
own animals.
The detailed breakdown of the net amount €116,789.11 due to Michael Gavin out of the Single
Payment Entitlements representing his ½ share in the profits from farming the lands, was sent to you
Mr. Marren, Solicitor, on the 5th of December, 2015 for your consideration. You will note that all that
Michael Gavin is looking for is his fair share of the profits in the running of the farm and fair
compensation for the work Michael Gavin did in looking after the animals.
It would appear that you Mr. Robert Marren delayed making the decision regarding Michael Gavin’s
share in the farming profits and rightful share of the grant monies received from the Department of
Agriculture until the very end with the draft distribution account that contained countless errors on
18thSeptember, 2014. Michael Gavin was lied to countless times and led to believe that he would be
refunded at closing by some of the beneficiaries. Why did you Mr. Robert Marren make a decision
around March 2013 to accept Michael Gavin’s claim to owning half the livestock and all the
sheep? But yet for no logical reason refused to award him the net amount €116,789.11 due to Michael
Gavin out of the Single Payment Entitlements representing my ½ share in the profits from farming the
lands, which was also sent to you on the 5th of December, 2015 for your consideration. There is no
good reason why you took advantage of Michael Gavin’s good nature and delayed his decision in this
matter until the end.
You would have received a letter from Michael Gavin on 5th December, 2014 stating;
“If a fair allowance is not made on an agreed basis, I will not give my consent to any distribution
account prepared by you. Similarly, my sisters will also have to agree before a distribution account
can be finalised and a distribution effected. Accordingly you as Administrator will be unable to
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distribute the estate unless you can procure agreement between us and, if this agreement is not
forthcoming, I am advised the only way you, as Administrator, can be protected is to go back into
Court and get a Court Order directing how the estate can be distributed.”
However Mr. Marren you passed the book to us and demanded court proceedings to prevent the
distribution in a short space of time over the Christmas period 2014-2015.

We believe that you Mr. Robert Marren should NOT have finalised the distribution without
addressing our objections, and it appears you did same to avoid paying our €82,500 1/6 share of the
land from action in isolation to the rest of the estate.
While it would appear that these are matters that can only be dealt with by the court if they cannot be
resolved by agreement I believe it should be the Administrator who goes back into Court to get a
Court Order directing how the estate can be distributed not the ELDERLY BENEFICIARIES.
It would also appear that Mr. Henry of Tormeys Solicitors, Athlone facilitated you Mr. Marren by not
phoning you or writing you immediately as requested by John Glynn Solicitor, (14/01/2015 John
Glynn Patrick Hogan & Co. to Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors, Athlone requesting him to ring and
write a short letter to Mr. Marren immediately confirming that he would act in the matter in response
to Marren’s threat to effect a distribution of the Estate.) nor did Mr. Henry of Tormeys Solicitors,
Athlone inform us, so that we could engage another Solicitor to act on behalf of Michael Gavin and
Eileen Linney.
We have difficulty understanding why Mr. Henry of Tormeys Solicitors, Athlone failed to respond to
correspondence, including correspondence that was crucial and significant to us.
At a subsequent meeting with Mr. Henry after your closing he estimated that court proceedings to sue
you could take up to 3 years with fees in the region of €60,000 to €100,000, and he suggested that
I Michael Gavin should take my age (83) into consideration.
It would appear you allowed confusion to arise in relation to the exact disbursement of funds and
showed a complete disregard for the interests of the beneficiaries, whom you, Mr. Robert Marren a
Solicitor, knew to be ELDERLY, and by your conduct is depriving two of the ELDERLY
beneficiaries, of the enjoyment of their share in the estate. You have also forced Michael Gavin and
Eileen Linney to incur additional unnecessary expenses in drafting documents and letters time and
time again to prove their claim.
Yours Faithfully

Michael Gavin

Eileen Linney
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28/07/2015 Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors to Eileen Linney attempting to justify
the fact that he did not undertake the instructions given him on behalf of Michael
Gavin and Eileen Linney
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1st Paragraph from Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone
“I refer to your note dated the 16th of June, 2015. We have now taken up our old file from
long term storage in relation to your brother‟s papers. We note that the original papers were
collected by you.”
My response to above paragraph
This is the first correspondence we ever received from Mr. Tony Henry’s Office Tormeys Solicitors
Athlone. It has taken more that 40 days for Mr. Tony Henry, Tormey Solicitors to respond to our
letter dated 16th of June 2015.
The cheek of you to refer to my Elder sister’s letter as a note, don’t you Mr. Henry of Tormeys
Solicitors attempt to belittle us.
Here is a copy of that letter sent to Mr. Henry Tormey’s Solicitors 16th June, 2015
Mr Henry,
I am writing to inform you that I am filing complaints against you to the Law Society. I am not
satisfied at how you dealt with the following:
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Letter from John Glynn Solicitor, Patrick Hogan & Co. dated 14th January, 2015;
Letter from my brother Michael Gavin and I on 6th February, 2015.
My demands are simply this
You agree to cover costs that my brother Michael Gavin and I incur as a result of your gross
negligence which have yet to be determined.
Letter of apology to me, acknowledging the inadequate professional service you have provided, and
the conscious and intentional disregard you displayed through your gross misconduct in failing to
undertake the instructions made on our behalf by our family solicitor John Glynn, Patrick Hogan &
Co. Ballinasloe, Co. Galway.
Yours faithfully,
Yes my sister did collect the papers from your office because you sat on same for over 70 days from
the 15th of January 2015 when you received them from John Glynn’s office Patrick Hogan & Co.
Solicitors Ballinasloe until the end of March and did nothing as far as we are concerned. Why would
you want to keep our original papers or a copy of and substantial Case to Counsel files when you were
not prepared to undertake the explicate instructions that John Glynn’s office Patrick Hogan & Co.
Solicitors gave you verbally in around December 2014 and in writing received in your office
15TH January, 2015. It begs the question why your office bothers to solicit business by advertising
extensively on Midland Radio, when it appears that yea are unable to undertake serious clients
instructions at hand that we give to your office by a Solicitor for a client. This is a serious matter and
there is no point in you stating otherwise.

2nd Paragraph from Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone
“It is clear from the meetings that we have had with your brother and indeed the
documentation that we received from Patrick Hogan & Company that there is little that your
brother could do to protect his interest other than to issue proceeding which, as we pointed
out to you during our meeting with you and your brother, would be lengthy and very risky in
terms of significant legal costs.”
My response to above paragraph
We had one and only 1 meeting not meetings as you Mr. Tony Henry put it. As I recall that 2 hour
meeting took place in a conference room at Tormeys Solicitors Offices, Athlone on the 30th January
2015 some 15 days after Mr. Marren Solicitor had distributed the Estate assets on the 16th of January
2015. We had no knowledge that Mr. Marren actually went ahead and distributed the Estate Assets on
the 16th of January until we received our cheques in the post, up until then we assumed that you had
undertaken the instructions that you Mr. Henry received from Patrick Hogan & Company. These
instruction were as follows

Letter from Patrick Hogan & Company received in Tormeys Solicitors Office on 15TH January
2015
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“I spoke to you about this matter before Christmas and am now enclosing herewith in
duplicate a Case to Counsel (to the intent that there is one copy for yourself and the other for Counsel)
incorporating all relevant details relative to this matter.
I would suggest you read the Case and arrange a meeting with Michael Gavin to verify all instructions
received before transmitting same to Counsel, for the purpose of ensuring that I have accurately
expressed his views and wishes in the matter.
Secondly, I would suggest that you would retain Donal Keane BL, to represent our mutual clients as
he is already familiar with the case, having represented Messrs. Gavin & Linney in the prior action
taken by Ann Sanford, to have herself appointed as Administrator of the Estate. The only possible
difficulty here is that he nominated Bob Marren and telephoned him to ask him would he be willing to
act as Administrator, and accordingly, there may be some little reluctance on his part to be further
involved if the proceedings involve joining Bob Marren as a Co-Defendant to same. I take the view
that it is inevitable that Robert Marren will be jointed as a Co-Defendant, even though the trust and
purpose of the proceedings will be to coerce Messrs. Sanford and O’Keeffe to authorise him to pay
over the purchase monies forthwith to Messrs. Gavin & Linney and also to concede that Mike Gavin
is entitled to 50% of the profits of the lands and/or, in the alternative, fair compensation for the work
done and services rendered by him over an eight year period for and on behalf of the Estate.
Thirdly, having regard to the contents of Mr. Marren’s letter to Mike Gavin, dated the 22nd of
December, 2014 whereby he is threatening to effect a distribution of the Estate if he does not receive
formal notification from Mike Gavin’s Solicitor of his intention to institute proceedings on or before
the 16th of January, next, you had best forthwith write a short letter to Robert Marren &

Co., confirming that you are now acting in the matter and that you are in process of sending a
Case to Counsel.
Finally, for the purpose of endeavoring to avoid further proceedings in the matter, I would suggest
that you immediately telephone Robert Marren to advice him that you have received instructions
to act and enquire just where exactly does he stand in this matter and enquire whether or not his hands
are tied by instructions received from Messrs Sanford & O’Keefe and/or their Solicitors Messrs T &
N McLynn. In particular enquire if he concedes that Michael is entitled to half the farming profits (i.e.
half the net proceeds of the Department of Agriculture Grants from 2005-2013 inclusive, after
deductions of Income Tax paid in respect of the joint farming operation) and /or in the alternative, fair
compensation for work done and services rendered by Mike Gavin in looking after the deceased’s
animals over this period. Please also enquire why is he not paying out the sum of €82,500 to Mike and
Eileen in respect of their 1/6thshare of the lands, particularly, now seeing that Messrs. Sanford &
O’Keeffe have taken possession of the lands and are letting same for their own benefit and/or he has
allowed them into possession of the lands and seeing that he has the purchase monies in his account
which Mike and Eileen are agreeable to unconditionally accept in respect of their 1/6 share of the
proceeds of sale. Moreover an up to date folio search reveals that the lands have been transferred to
Messrs. Sanford & O’Keefe sometime prior to 15th November 2014.
Finally, I do hope that you will see your way to taking this case in the interest of securing justice for
Mike and Eileen, whose interest in this matter are being abused by two very vengeful and spiteful

sisters, who have already put the Estate to enormous legal expense and whom I have no
doubt would be prepared to waste futher assets of the Estate in further litigation.
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Yours sincerely,
John V. Glynn
So it appears from the letter above from John Glynn Patrick Hogan & Co. Ballinasloe that he did call
you Mr. Tony Henry before Christmas and he did request you Mr. Tony Henry, Tormeys Solictors
Athlone to act on our behalf numerous times.
How can you attempt to excuse your failure to carry out the explicate instruction given both verbally
and in writing from another Solicitor with “it was clear from our meetings that we have had with your
brother” bearing that this one and only meeting occurred some weeks after Mr. Marren distributed the
Estate Assets. So what was the purpose of you holding the 2 hour meeting? It appears that you
ignored John Glynn’s instructions and played God at our expense. Why did you not pick up the phone
as requested and tell Mr. Robert Marren and confirm that you were acting in the matter as you were
instructed to do? In the alternative if you felt that based on the documentation you received from
Patrick Hogan & Company that there was little you could do why did you not pick up the phone and
call me or John Glynn, Solicitor and give us an opportunity to request another Solicitor to act for us.
Your reluctance Mr. Tony Henry, Tormey Solicitor to undertake the instruction given you by another
Solicitor to act on our behalf is totally unacceptable to me. I have difficulty understanding why you
Mr. Henry of Tormeys Solicitors, Athlone failed to respond to correspondence, including
correspondence that was crucial and significant to my sister Eileen and I.

3rd Paragraph from Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone
“In terms of receiving direct instructions from your brother, this did not happen and any

communication that we received was clearly from you with your brother‟s signature on some
of the letters. This is not sufficient for any legal firm to take definitive instructions.”
My response to above paragraph;
Mr. Henry might I remind you, that you received 3 letters from my sister and I. The first on the 06-022015 were direct instructions signed by both of us as follows
Dear Tony,
Further to our meeting of 30th January 2015, my brother and I had time to discuss the matter and
would like to give you the following instructions. We instruct you to write a letter to Mr Robert
Marren requesting answers to the following:
Please explain why we were not awarded €82,500 each for our one sixth share in the Land Sale. The
purchase money was paid to Mr Marren on 27th May 2013.
Please explain why €3,764.91 was deducted from Eileen’s share, which was stated on Mr Marren’s
distribution account that 50% Of share of livestock handed over on closing Sale of Lands. Eileen did
not own any animals.
Where is the refund of €1,400.00 which was paid by Mike Gavin to Mr John Glynn on 23rd February
2007 on account of outlay to meet expenses in taking out a Grant of Administration. This sum has not
been taken into account on the revised distribution account which Mr Marren refers to in his letter
dated 11th November 2014 to Michael Gavin.
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We would like a breakdown of how the figure of €40,892.53 representing fees paid to Robert Marren
& Co. were arrived at. Similarly we would like a breakdown of fees paid to Catherine O’Connor,
Tony McLynn (Solicitor for the other side), Willie Penrose, (why was it necessary to get his advices).
Please advise us of any outstanding bills, has John Glynn, Hogan & Co. been paid to date, and if not
why not.
Has the House and adjoining gardens been transferred to Ann Sanford and Kathleen O’ Keefe? We
were assured in 2 letters dated 15th Nov 2012 and 7th Dec 2012 from Mr Marron that the dwelling
house and the lands (approx ½ acre) surrounding same would be excluded from the sale.
Please explain how you arrived at your decision to award the moneys received from the sale of Pat
Gavin’s livestock together with the Gross payments received from the Department of Agriculture
without deducting any expense for the minding, looking after, feeding and caring for the animals for
the nine years from 2005 to 2014.
Also please explain why you did not award Mike Gavin half of the Grant Money from the
Department of Agriculture after making a decision in your letter on 14th of March 2013 to accept the
claim of Michael to owning half the livestock and all the sheep.
Eileen Linney

Michael Gavin

__________________

_____________________

You go on to say “and any communication that we received was clearly from you with your

brother‟s signature on some of the letters.” WHAT DO YOU MEAN “from you” perhaps you
mean that my sister Eileen hand typed the letter as above the same way I presume a Secretary at
Tormeys Solicitors typed the 1 and only letter you posted to us. Or perhaps our instructions to request
answers to our questions from Mr. Robert Marren, Mullingar made you uncomfortable. Regardless I
can assure you that answers to those questions are more beneficial to me personally than to my sister
Eileen, so what is your problem? Maybe it’s a woman’s persistent efforts to seek justice that make
you uncomfortable. Also my signature was provided as I recall and in the event that it was not why
only now do you mention it and not before now. I have to agree with you Mr. Tony Henry, Tormeys
Solicitors Athlone “This is not sufficient for any legal firm to take definitive instructions”.
You may consider yourself educated and yet you have the cheek to criticizes my signature, what is
your but a scratch of a line, get more from a 2 year old, at least mine spells out my GOOD name.
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We subsequently followed up with you on the 3rd of March 2015 with a hand written letter/noteand
stated the following;
Dear Mr. Henry,
With reference to my letter dated 6th February 2015 to you with instructions to write a letter to Mr.
Robert Marren, could you please inform me when can I expect a reply from you.
Thanking you
Sincerely
Eileen
And
Michael Gavin
We have a signed copy of this letter if you need same to refresh your memory!
Then of course the letter sent to you on 16th June, 2015 as above was indeed sent from my sister
Eileen alone informing you that she was filing complaints against you to the Law Society. These
complaints covered
Letter from John Glynn Solicitor, Patrick Hogan & Co. dated 14th January, 2015;
Letter from my brother Michael Gavin and I on 6th February, 2015.
These complaints clearly cover concerns we both have in relation to our dissatisfied at how you dealt
with the above. This may now also explain the attitude you have towards my sister, regardless we
both have the right to file complaints with the Law Society of Ireland and seek justice in this matter
for the blatant disregard you had for our instructions given to you through a Solicitor.
4th Paragraph from Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone

“We outlined in our meeting with you and your brother that it would not appear that
proceedings were appropriate, for so many reasons. This clearly is something that you may
disagree with, however, we were seeking to advise your brother in relation to his legal
position.”
My response to above paragraph
In our one and only meeting with you Mr. Tony Henry on the 30th January 2015 some 15 days after
Mr. Marren Solicitor had distributed the Estate assets on the 16th of January 2015, because you Mr.
Tony Henry failed to undertake explicate instructions namely to inform Mr. Rober Marren, Solicitor
Mullingar that you would act in the matter for us. As we recall you did carry out the devil’s advocate
routine with us which is customary in these situations. We recall you warning us of the downsides of
up to 3 years with costs up to €100,000 with no guarantees of winning and my age 83 years. Then you
went on to describe how if we did engage you as our Solicitor, you would put your shoulder to the
wheel and keep the letters and meetings to a minimum.
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Bearing in mind the fact that you had not undertaken out our original instructions it seemed
contradictory now that you were prepared to put your shoulder to the wheel at our expense.
Why do you isolate my sister Eileen after John Glynn, Solicitor requested that you would see your
way to taking this case in the interest of securing justice for Mike and Eileen, this also seemed strange
to us at our meeting, and here again in your letter.
2 hours free advice in a Solicitors office?? Appears something strange here!
5th Paragraph from Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone

It is clear that the unfortunate consequences for your brother Michael resulted from your late
brother Patrick Gavin not making a will.
While your above statement is true, that does not give you Mr. Tony Henry an excuse to not
undertake the explicate instructions given you by a Solicitor on our behalf. There is no getting away
from the fact that John Glynn Patrick Hogan & Co. requested you to ring and write a short letter to
Mr. Marren immediately confirming that you would act in the matter in response to Marren’s threat to
effect a distribution of the Estate. Nor is there a logical reason as to why you did not inform us, so that
we could engage another Solicitor to act on our behalf . We are of the opinion that a grave injustice
has been dealt to both my sister Eileen and I and it constitutesElder Abuse.
6th Paragraph from Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone

“Your brother is of course free to make a complaint to the Law Society and we will respond
to any complaints direct to the Law Society. We are satisfied that there are no grounds for
such a complaint. There is no question of us covering your brother‟s costs and we utterly and
categorically reject any suggestion of negligence on our part and indeed are most aggrieved
that you would suggest this.”
Here again you isolate Eileen as if she has incurred no loss at the hand of Mr. Rober Marren. Let me
refer you back to John Glynn’s letter which states “Please also esquire why is he not paying out the
sum of €82,500 to Mike and Eileen in respect of their 1/6th share of the lands” and our first question
that we request you pose to Mr. Marren on our behalf
Please explain why WE were not awarded €82,500 each for our one sixth share in the Land Sale. The
purchase money was paid to Mr Marren on 27th May 2013.
Please explain why WE meaning both of us. Surely you recall we also made that point clear to you at
the meeting that Mr. Marren had short chained us by €12,500 each, notwithstanding the fact that he
had the monies in his possession for nearly 2 years prior and refused to hand over same in isolation to
closing the estate.
We believe that Mr. Robert Marren should NOT have finalised the distribution without addressing our
objections, and it appears he did same to avoid paying our €82,500 1/6 share of the land from action
in isolation to the rest of the estate.
While it would appear that these are matters that can only be dealt with by the court if they cannot be
resolved by agreement I believe it should be the Administrator who goes back into Court to get a
Court Order directing how the estate can be distributed not the ELDERLY BENEFICIARIES.
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While it goes without saying that I have every right to make a complaint to the Law Society, this
would be pointless bearing in mind that my complains are one in the same as my sister’s. So in the
event that the Law Society of Ireland does not accept that our/my sisters 2 complaints of inadequate
professional services, warrant investigation and which are already overseen by the independent
Adjudicator we will proceed to the solicitors disciplinary tribunal Dublin. Although this whole matter
is a source of embarrassment to us, we will have no hesitation in disclosing same in the public
domain, as it is our belief that the general public have a right to be made aware of the events that took
place and let them judge for themselves based on the true facts.
7th Paragraph from Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone

We have nothing to apologies for and indeed, we have never, at any stage, suggested that we
would take any course of action and certainly we were never purporting to represent.
My response to above paragraph
Thank you. That’s the problem you Mr. Henry never did represent us, nor did you inform us so we
could engage another Solicitor to act on our behalf.
It would also appear to us Mr. Henry of Tormeys Solicitors, Athlone that you facilitated Mr. Marren
by not phoning him or writing him immediately as requested by John Glynn Solicitor.
8th Paragraph from Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone

“It is my firm belief that your brother should take stock before he would instruct any solicitor
to issue proceedings on his behalf in this issue. The risks associated with taking such an
action would be huge as well as the stress and pressure that would be involved in taking such
proceedings.”
My response to above paragraph
What concern is it of yours Mr. Henry Tormey what stress and pressure I can enjure. We have a
saying in the country keep prodding at an old stone wall and it will eventually give!
9th Paragraph from Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone

“It is clear to me that the dispute and contention surrounding the administration of your late
brother‟s estate has caused significant stress, worry and anger for your brother, for you and
members of your family. However, it is totally inappropriate and unfair for you to suggest
that Tormeys Solicitors have not carried out their duties. Your brother has every entitlement
to seek alternative representation, but we would still be of the view that your brother Michael
should think very, very carefully before committing himself to further risky and protracted
legal battles in relation to your brother Patrick‟s estate.”
My response to above paragraph
What duties did Tormeys Solicitors carry out ?

What duties did Tormeys Solicitors carry out ?
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That’s the whole problem you Mr. Tony Henry of Tormeys Solicitor carried out NO duties in relation
to the instruction John Glynn, Solicitor made on our behalf, nor did you undertake the instruction my
sister and I gave you Mr, Tony Henry, namely to demand Mr. Robert Marren to provide answers to 7
important questions.
Who are you to lecture my sister Eileen or I on our entitlements to seek alternative representation
while knowing full well that Mr. Marren is the son in law of a prominent retired Athlone Solicitor and
we were advised that Solicitor in the midlands would be reluctant to act on our behalf because of
same. We both have every intention of seeking JUSTICE in this matter and will leave no stone
unturned until same is served. Far be it from me a humble farmer to JUDGE you Mr. Henry as you
did us, but what gives you the athority to scribe the letter that you did to my defenless ELDERLY
WIDOWED sister Eileen Linney, who sought nothing but JUSTICE for us. I Michael Gavin from
Dundonnell, Taughmaconnell Co. Roscommon will not wish you any bad luck, however I will not
wish you any good luck either.
I am of the view that it is you Mr. Tony Henry of Tormeys Solictors Athlone should consider your
position very, very, very carefully before exposing yourself to further risky and protracted legal
battles not to mention the reputation of Tormeys Solicitors in the eyes of concerned public onlookers.
We both feel that a grave injustice has been dealt to us not to mention the Bully Boy tactics
and ELDER ABUSE we received and we intend to pursue the matter VIGOROUSLY until same
is undone.
We believe it’s high time that you Mr.Tony Henry hang up your boots as they forced me to do mine.
We feel that an inadequate professional service has been provided by Mr. Robert Marren, Solicitor,
Mullingar, Co. Westmeath and you Mr. Tony Henry, Tormeys Solicitor, Athlone, Co. Westmeath and
it is not of a quality that could reasonably be expected of Solicitors.
10th Paragraph from Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone

“I certainly hope that your brother Michael can move on with his life with the inheritance
already received from the estate.”
My response to above paragraph
Here you go again writing to my sister Eileen and referring your advice to me Michael Gavin. Why
would you hope that I can move on with my life? or do you mean so that you can move on with yours
and just pretend that this never occurred.
It begs the question would you Mr. Henry move on with yours, would you work for nothing for 9
years and then have your objections ignored by both the administrator and the solicitor who was
instructed to block same from happening with a simple phone call??
My sister Eileen and I refuse to allow you Mr. Henry and Mr. Robert Marren move on with your life’s
in isolation to what has occurred in this matter until our demands are met.
Have a nice day!
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12/08/2015 Law Society to Gavin threatening to block email of further
correspondence. Followed by response.
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Response to above
I would argue that although the files are closed that my letter of 26 July, 2015 provides addition
crucial evidence against the manner in which Mr. Robert Marren administered the Estate.
I still have difficulty understanding how your investigations did not find fault with the following:
Why was Willie Penrose TD BL not paid for his opinion when the Estate was charged for same?
Why was John Glynn Solicitor not paid? Read Letter to Mr. Marren
Why did Robert Marren Solicitor Mullingar refuse to award me Michael Gavin the Grant monies paid
down from the Department of Agriculture?
Why did Robert Marren Solicitor Mullingar refuse to pay Michael Gavin for time spent and services
rendered in looking after the Estate animals?
Why did T & N McLynn summon Michael Gavin to the high court in an attempt to sell the roof over
my head? knowing full well I had the right to reside there for the rest of my days as per my father’s
Will.
Why did Robert Marren Solicitor Mullingar refuse to pay my sister and I the monies from the
Auction of the lands immediately?
Why did Robert Marren Solicitor Mullingar pay us €12,500 each less than what we were due for the
Land sale?
Why did Robert Marren Solicitor Mullingar not go back to court when there were objections from the
beneficiaries that could not be dealt with?
Why did Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone not undertake the instructions given him by a
Solicitor to prevent Marren closing in isolation to our well founded objections?
Why was an additional accountant hired?
Why did Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone write the letter he did to my sister Eileen?
Why has Mr. Marren not provided a “detailed Bill of Costs” for the fees paid to him as he stated he
would.
follow this link Bones of Contention for more.
My lengthy email of 30 July 2015 was in response to Mr. Henry of Tormeys Solicitors letter to
my Elderly Defenceless Widowed sister Eileen Linney, who was only seeking justice through
your office. Regardless of your findings, Mr. Henry had no right to scribe the letter that he did and his
letter is just another example of his inadequate professional service that is not of a quality that could
reasonably be expected of a solicitor and in my opinion he is guilty of misconduct by tending to bring
the solicitors profession into disrepute. As I have stated before I have every intention of pursuing
justice in this matter and will leave no stone unturned until same is forthcoming. Your threat to block
my emails will not quench the truth of what occurred and I believe it an immature approach for a man
in your position “Deputy Head of Complaints and Clients Relations Section” to adopt. I do hope you
will come to your senses in this matter.
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26/07/2015 Twitter Conversation with “Paul1878” Suggests Willie Penrose was
not paid
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05/03/2016 Email to Peter Cleary Dept of Agriculture - Herd Number T1100118
Peter Who's Spending the Grants?

Herd Number T1100118 Peter Who's Spending the Grants?
Peter
Further to a phone conversation with a lady in Breege O'Reilly's office it was suggested we explain to
you what has occurred to the grant payments to Herd Number T1100118
The Dept. of Agriculture are facilitating Financial Elder Abuse by handing over the grants to the
Solicitor dealing with the estate. The department’s policy is flawed and needs to be changed. The
Purpose of the Dept. of Agriculture Grants is to feed the farm animals.
Michael Gavin and his brother Pat lived together all their lives over 70 years in their humble home
Dundonnell, Taughmaconnell in south Roscommon. After Pat died intestate, Michael Gavin
continued farming and caring for the farm animals as he had always done.
The Department of Agriculture appointed Michael Gavin herd keeper for the animals after his
brother’s death October 2007. Robert Marren Solicitor refused to award Michael compensation
from the grant moneys paid down from the department.
If Michael Gavin did not continue the farming of the land then the estate would not be entitled
to claim the Entitlements.
Michael Gavin offered to buy the farm from the next of kin beneficiaries, but they would agree to
nothing and matters came to a head when under the guidance of Tony McLynn Solicitor Athlone
they summoned Michael to the High Court in Dublin in an effort to sell the house along with the
farm, making out that they would have difficulty selling the farm on its own. Their Solicitor Tony
McLynn of T&N McLynn Solicitors, Athlone was well aware that Michael Gavin had a right to reside
in the family home for the rest of his days as per his fathers will, but that did not prevent them
squandering the Estate Assets. Three days in total were spent in the High court, the first of which
they did not attend, the second they spent in a waiting room arguing among themselves and on the
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phone to other beneficiaries in the United States of America. Finally on the third day the Judge
refused their request to sell the roof over Michael Gavin’s head.
The High Court appointed Robert Marren Solictor, Mullingar administrator for the estate.
Subsequently Michael Gavin and his sister Eileen Linney had one and only one meeting with Mr.
Robert Marren Solicitor at his office located on Castle Street Mullingar, at which he inquired if they
had their wills made. He informed them he intended to hire an additional accountant to oversee the
accounts. They profusely objected to this and told him it was an unnecessary expense for the estate,
but he bulldozed ahead regardless.
The issue of non-payment of grants from the Department of Agriculture to Michael Gavin the
appointed herd keeper eat up many a letter and despite the fact that 2 of his estranged sisters Anne
Sanford, Wellesley, Mass USA & Kathleen O’Keefe, Glanmire, Cork promised to buy feed stuffs and
also promised that he would be reimbursed at closing. Michael never got a cent and in essence he
was forced to use my old age pension and savings to feed the animals that would have starved
otherwise for 9 years. They had no objection to accepting the gross payments from the sale of the
animals, and although Mr Marren “made a decision” to finally accept his claim to owning half of the
cattle and all of the sheep he could not see the logic to paying out the grant monies associated with
same.
The beneficiaries failed to accept that Michael Gavin is entitled to half the farming profits (i.e. half
the net proceeds of the Department of Agriculture Grants from 2005-2013 inclusive, after deduction
of Income Tax paid in respect of the joint farming operation) and/or in the alternative, fair
compensation for work done and services rendered by Michael Gavin in looking after the deceased’s
animals over the period.
How can the estate expect to have it both ways? Michael Gavin should be awarded either the grant
monies paid by the Department of Agriculture for the nine years he looked after all the animals, or in
the alternative Michael should be paid reasonable farm labours wages and refunds for the expenses
incurred in running the farm as appointed herd keeper by the Department of Agriculture.
Anne Sanford, Kathleen O’Keefe and the next of kin namely Mike Harte, Brenda Harte Waters,
Michelle Harte, Philomena Duffy, Patrick Duffy, Catherine Duffy Kelly and Noel Duffy cannot have it
both ways. They cannot on the one hand expect to receive the monies from the sale of my late
brother Pat Gavin’s livestock together with the gross payments received from the Department of
Agriculture, without incurring any expense for the minding, looking after and caring for the animals
down through the years.
Catherine O’Conner’s Account Summary 24/02/2012 shows that throughout the entire farming period
between 2005 and 2012 the cattle sales came to a figure of €46,589 and the expenses came to a
figure of €45,918. Accordingly, the expenses in running the farm were almost equal to the proceeds
of sale of livestock. Therefore the profit from the farming operation represented the monies
received each year from the Department of Agriculture under the single Payment Scheme, the
Disadvantaged Area Scheme and any other Schemes of the Department of Agriculture, less any
income tax payable to the state arising out of the farming operation.
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Those we have spoken to in relation to this matter FAIL to see the logic to the beneficiaries
reluctance to see reason in this matter, how do they expect Michael Gavin to labour for free for 9
years at his own expense and pay vets fees and fodder to fatten cattle so that those that do nothing
can reap the rewards of the GROSS profits. Michael Gavin believes with every bone in his body that
he is entitled to be paid for the work done and services rendered and monies expended by him in
looking after his brother’s livestock from the time my brother died up to the time the animals were
sold, this you will appreciate involved the daily herding and looking after the animals to include
feeding of the animals in Winter months to include purchase of food stuffs and discharging vets fees
etc.
By denying Michael Gavin a half share in the profits it means that Michael Gavin WAS WORKING
FOR NOTHING over the years in question from October, 2005 through to 2013. This is totally
unjust and totally unacceptable.
Michael Gavin will not accept the present situation which is totally unfair and leaves him without any
compensation whatsoever for his time and trouble in looking after the animals on behalf of the
estate and also deprives Michael Gavin of any profit he may have earned in the rearing and looking
after his own animals.
Please find enclosed a detailed breakdown of the net amount €116,789.11 due to Michael Gavin out
of the Single Payment Entitlements representing my ½ share in the profits from farming the lands,
which was also sent to Mr. Robert B. Marren, Solicitor, on the 5th of December, 2015 for his
consideration. You will note that all Michael Gavin is looking for is myfair share of the profits in the
running of the farm and fair compensation for the work he did in looking after the animals.
The lands were eventually auctioned and Michael Gavin’s 2 estranged sisters Anne Sanford,
Wellesley, Mass USA & Kathleen O’Keefe, Glanmire, Cork placed the winning bid, however did not
close in the required 30 day time frame. The 2 sisters got the consent from the remaining next of kin
to waive their share, so they handed over just 1/3 of the purchase money with the agreed condition
that they would cover the expenses associated with the Property Auction. They visited with
Michael Gavin twice and requested that he buy the property of them and then suggested they
would put the land up for sale but never did.
Michael Gavin informed Robert Marren in writing on Dec 5th 2014 that he would not consent to any
distribution account of the cash estate in the circumstances and advised Marren that he had no
alternative but to seek a Court Order to determine the issue, as otherwise it would not be possible
to effect a distribution or conclude the estate.
Mr. Marren Solicitor refused to pay out Michael Gavin and his sister Eileen Linney’s share of the
proceeds from the land sale despite the fact that he had same in his possession for nearly 2 years.
He went on to threaten them that he intended to distribute the Estate Assets if they did not hire a
Solicitor to issue proceedings to prevent him doing so despite their founded objections, namely
€116,789.11 compensation for minding the animals for 9 years and the amount awarded to each for
the land sale was short €12,500 each plus interest from the time Mr. Marren Received the funds.

Instructions were given to Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone through their family Solicitor John
Glynn Patrick Hogan & Co. Ballinasloe, to engage with Mr. Robert Marren on their behalf.
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However Tony Henry, Tormeys Solicitor did not undertake these instructions, nor did he inform
them. So Michael and Eileen did not realize what had happened until the deficient checks arrived in
the post.
Michael and Eileen met with Mr. Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone, some 2 weeks after,
however he saw no fault in what he done or failed to do for that matter. He suggested they could
engage him to sue Mr. Marren at a cost of up to €100,000, 3 years in court and advised Michael to
take his age of 83 years into consideration.
Complaints were made to the Law Society of Ireland with regard to Mr Robert Marrens
Administration of the Estate and Mr. Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Failure to undertake explicit
instructions. Needless to say no fault was found. Then Tony Henry had a cheek to scribe the letter he
did to Eileen Linney a defenceless widow. The letter arrived the day before the letter from the
Independent Adjudicator’s who, no surprise found no fault in the manner in which the Law Society
of Ireland dealt with the complaints made. Begs the question how come Henry knew before they did
and why did he not act as speedily to undertake the instructions given him on their behalf originally?
Michael and Eileen were later informed that Robert Marren refused to pay John Glynn, Solicitor,
Patrick Hogan & Co. until they stopped threatening him as he puts it by reporting him to the Law
Society of Ireland. Also an activist via social media told them that Willie Penrose TD BL stated he had
not received his payment from Robert Marren, Solicitor, Mullingar. When this was report this to the
Law Society they threatened to block further emails Michael Gavin entered a 1 year lease agreement July
2014 to August 2015 with his 2 sisters Kathleen O’Keefe and Nancy Sanford who bought the farm at
auction. Although he felt he was entitled to grant payments he did not make any application nor did
he instruct an agent to do so on his behalf.
After the Estate was closed January 2015, by Robert B. Marren Solicitors in isolation to my well
founded objections, namely his refusal to compensate Michael Gavin for minding his own and the
Estate Animals, and the fact that he awarded half the value of the remaining cattle – Michael
Gavin’s cattle to the beneficiaries of the Estate. Marren also deducted €3,500 from Michael Gavin’s
widowed sister Eileen Linney for animals she never owed and shorted us €12,500 each from the sale
of the land.
Michael Gavin and his late Brother Patrick Gavin reclaimed the lands highlighted on your map with
their bear hands and were the ONLY ones who farmed it together down through the years.
As a result of the dishonest unethical trickery of Robert B. Marren Solicitor, Mullingar,Toney Henry,
Tormeys Solicitors, Athlone, T & N McLynn Solicitors, Athlone and his 2 devious and spiteful sisters
Kathleen O’Keefe and Nancy Sanford, Michael Gavin reluctantly sold all his sheep and cattle
and retired from farming in February 2015. You will note that the land have been vacant since.
Michael Gavin and Eileen Linney are extremely disappointed at the way they were tricked by the
beneficiaries and their Solicitors. As far as Michael Gavin is concerned the grants paid down from the
Department of Agriculture are to feed the animals and what they did to Michael Gavin constitutes
financial elder abuse of the highest order. We would appreciate it if you would investigate this matter
thoroughly.
*14/03/2013 Marren to Gavin confirming that he had made a decision to accept the claim of
Michael Gavin to ownership of half the cattle and all the sheep.
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On 14th March 2013 received a letter from Mr Robert Marren of Robert B. Marren & Co. Solicitors
stating in the third paragraph
“Having consider matters, I have made a decision that I will accept the claim of Michael that he owns half
the livestock and all the sheep. The Accounts as prepare by Catherine O‟Connor and approved by the
Independent Accountant will be accepted on that basis. This will enable the Estate to finalize the Income
Tax liability which needs to be done as soon as possible.”

Yet Mr Marren Solicitor refuses to award me Michael Gavin his share of the grants paid down from
the Department of Agriculture.
In my response letter to Mr Marren on 28th March 2013 I stated in the fourth paragraph
“Finally, as the farming operation between me and my late brother, Patrick was a joint operation on
the basis that we shared everything, I also require payment of half the proceeds of the single Payment
Entitlements and Disadvantaged Area Grants paid or payable by the Department of Agriculture in
respect of the lands be paid to me in return for the services rendered by me on behalf of the Estate in
looking after both the deceased and my own animals and which sum would also represent the profit
which I would derive from farming the lands on a 50/50 basis, as otherwise I would have been
wasting my time looking after my late brother‟s animals or in having and maintaining my own
animals on the lands. I consider that this is an unreasonable request for settlement of this matter as if
I proceed in the alternative on the basis of a claim for work done and services rendered under The
Agricultural Wages Act I would be entitle to a far greater sum of monies than I am now seeking.”
28-03-2013 Gavin to Marren pointing out that the sum of €4,000 had not been deductrd by Mr.
Glynn, Solicitor in respect of the amount due to Messrs. Feehily Stone, Boyle and also requesting
that if his sisters were prepared to let the lands to him at a reasonable price that he would be
prepared purchase the remaining animals from the Estate and finally, seeking payment of half the
Single Payment Entitlements on the basis that these payments represented the profits from farming
the lands, that he was entitled to 50% of same;
**05/07/13 Marron to Gavin and Linney enclosing copy letter dated 3rd of July, 2013 fromT & N
McLynn, Solicitors on behalf of Sanford and O’Keefe stating that purchasers were prepared to
discharge Messrs Gavin & Linney’s share of the expenses in connection with the sale and
confirming that their clients were not prepared to take up Michael Gavin’s offer to purchase;
05/12/14 Michael Gavin to Marren & Co., in reply to their letter of the 11th of November,
incorporating claim of Michael Gavin to half Single Payment Entitlements, after deductions of
Income Tax paid by the Estate on farming income, together with claim for payment of half
agricultural wages due to Michael Gavin for minding the deceased’s livestock from 10thof October,
2005 to 27th of May, 2013, less allowances for half letting value of lands, together with the following:
Schedule incorporating particulars of claim;
Schedule of wages due under the Statutory Minimum Remuneration of Agriculture Workers for the
period from 10/10/99 to 27/05/13
05/12/14 Marren & Co., to Michael Gavin advising that unless he was in receipt of legal proceedings
instituted before the 19th of December, he intended to proceed with the distribution of the Estate;
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22/12/14 Marren to Gavin threatening that unless he heard from Gavin’s Solicitor by 16thof January,
next that Mr. Gavin intended to institute proceedings, that he would proced with the proposed
distribution, as previously advised.
***14/01/2015 John Glynn Patrick Hogan & Co. to Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors, Athlone requesting
him to ring and write a short letter to Mr. Marren immediately confirming that he would act in the
matter in response to Marrens threat to effect a distribution of the Estate.
06/02/2015 Eileen Linney and Michael Gavin to Tony Henry Tormey Solicitors Athlone instructing him
to write a letter to Mr. Marren requesting answers to 7 questions;

He never did!
29-July-2015 Letter from Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone to Eileen Linney
12/08/2015 Letter from Law Society Threatening to Block my email address
Letter to An Garda Síochána

This is an example of Financial Elder Abuse facilitated by the dept. of Agriculture’s policy and
tolerated/ignored by those in power in this country. The case has being exposed far & wide on social
media, youtube, peoples internet radio and a number of Peaceful Protests have been held outside
Mr. Robert Marren Solicitors Office Mullingar to date.
We are currently preparing a file for the Garda Fraud Squad Harcourt Street Dublin and will leave no
stone upturned until Justice is delivered in this matter.
While you would be correct to argue that this is a civil matter for the courts to decide. Robert
Marren the appointed administrator by the High Court is the one who should have brought the
matter before a Judge to decide, not the elder beneficiaries not withstanding the fact that it is
virtually impossible to find one Solicitor to challenger another for Fraud on the Island of Ireland.
Please feel free to contact Michael Gavin and Eileen Linney 090 968318 to clarify the above facts or
if you need more information on this matter
Kind Regards
Thank You
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01/04/2016 Peter D. Jones State Solicitor to 84 Year Old Michael Gavin
threatening him not to peaceful protest outside his client Mr. Robert B. Marren’s
Office Mullingar.
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12/04/2016 Michael Gavin to State Solicitor Peter D. Jones informing him that a
file is being prepared for the Garda Fraud Squad and requesting documentary
evidence of 7 items and answers to 20 question in relation to his client Mr. Robert
Marren’s administration of the estate of his late brother Patrick Gavin.
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Dear Mr. Jones,
Further to your letter of April 1st 2016, I hereby inform you that we are preparing a file for the Garda
Fraud Squad in relation to the administration of the estate of my late brother Patrick Gavin by your
client Robert B. Marren solicitor Castle Street, Mullingar.
I demand that you provide documentary evidence of the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Invoice for Willie Penrose’s fee that the estate was charged for.
Proof that Willie Penrose was in fact paid for his opinion.
Correct invoice for Catherine O’Connor.
Proof that your client Robert B. Marren received €165,000 from Anne Sanford and Kathleen
O’Keefe through their solicitor Tony Mc Lynn of T & N McLynn Solicitors Athlone to cover
Michael Gavin and Eileen Linney’s 1/6 share from the land sale.
e) Invoice for John Dolan Auctioneer Ballinasloe, Co. Galway
f) Detailed bill of costs for your client Robert B. Marren
g) Detailed Bill of costs for T&N McLynn solicitors Athlone.
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Provide answers to the following:
1. Why Did Robert B. Marren refuse to award Michael Gavin the grant money paid down from
the dept. of Agriculture? Mike Gavin is owed over €116,000 for 9 Years unpaid.
2. Why did Robert B. Marren hold on to the funds from the land sale for nearly 2 years?
3. Why did Robert B. Marren award Elderly Michael Gavin and his widowed sister €12,500 plus
interest less than what they were entitled to?
4. Why did Robert B. Marren deduct €3,500 from Eileen Linney for Animals she never owned?
5. Why was no invoice provided for William Penrose’s TD BL opinion?
6. Why did Robert B. Marren hire an additional accountant Damien Hannigan 7 Oliver Plunkett
St. Mullingar at a cost of €8,751.45 to oversee the Accounts?
7. Why did Robert B. Marren not provide the correct invoice for Accountant Catherine
O’Connor?
8. Why did Mr. Robert B. Marren not provide a “Detailed Bill of Costs” for his fee of
€40,892.53 he awarded to himself?
9. Why did Robert B. Marren Solicitor consider the other beneficiaries to be his clients?
10. Why did Robert B. Marren distribute the estate assets in isolation to well-founed objections?
11. Why did Robert B. Marren refuse to take the well-founded objection to a Judge?
12. Why did Robert B. Marren threaten 2 of the elderly beneficiaries and coerce them to retain a
solicitor to prevent him distributing the estate assets?
13. Why did Robert B. Marren distribute the estate assets speedily over the Christmas period
2014 in the knowledge that 2 of the beneficiaries were actively attempting to retain a
solicitor to act on their behalf?
14. Why did Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone fail to undertake the instructions given him
through John Glynn Solicitors to prevent Mr. Robert Marren closing in isolation to wellfounded objections?
15. Why did T & N McLynn Solicitors, Athlone summon (special )Mike Gavin and Eileen Linney
to the High Court attempting to sell his home along with the farm and failed after three days
squandering estate assets with fees in the High Court?
16. Why was no bill of costs provided for T & N McLynn Solicitors, Athlone, paid an amount of
€38,941 a year prior to the distribution of the estate assets?
17. Why did/does Robert Marren refuse to provide answers to these and other questions?
18. Why Has Robert B. Marren retained you Peter D. Jones Mullingar State Solicitor to
represent him?
19. Why do you Peter D. Jones THREATEN Elderly Michael Gavin Not to PEACEFUL Protest
outside Robert Marren Solicitors Office?
20. Why should we tolerate Financial Elder Abuse?
I hope you now appreciate why we continue to protest peacefully outside you client Mr. Robert B.
Marren’s office.
Yours Faithfully
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Statement of Fraud
Hand delivered to Fraud Squad Harcourt Street Dublin

1. Robert B. Marren distributed the estate assets speedily over the Christmas period 2014 in the
knowledge that 2 of the beneficiaries were actively attempting to retain a solicitor to act on
their behalf to prevent him closing.
16/12/14 Michael Gavin to Marren Page 121
2. Robert B. Marren threatened 2 of the elderly beneficiaries and coerced them to retain a
solicitor to prevent him distributing the estate assets.
22/12/14 Marren to Gavin Page 123

3. Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors Athlone facilitated Marren by failing to undertake the
instructions given him through John Glynn Solicitors to prevent Marren closing in isolation to
well-founded objections?
14/01/2015 John Glynn Patrick Hogan & Co. Solicitors to Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitors
Page 124

4. Marren refused to award Michael Gavin the Department of Agriculture Grant monies.
a) Delayed making the decision regarding Michael Gavin’s share in the farming profits
and rightful share of the grant monies received from the Department of Agriculture
until the very end with the draft distribution account that contained countless errors on
18th September, 2014.
b) Michael Gavin was lied to countless times and led to believe that he would be
refunded at closing by both Anne Sanford and Kathleen o’Keefe. Garda Tim Farrell
Taughmaconnell was present on one occasion back in 2009 when Anne Sanford
stated if Mikie needed money to feed the Farm animals he could go in to John Glynn
Solicitor. The 2 sisters always assured Mikie that he would be compensated at
closing.
c) Why did Mr. Robert Marren, Solicitor, Mullingar make a decision in March 2013 to
accept Michael Gavin’s claim to owning half the livestock and all the sheep?
14/03/13 Marren to Gavin & Linney, Page 59

But yet for no logical reason refused to award Michael Gavin the net amount
€116,789.11 due to me out of the Single Payment Entitlements representing my ½
share in the profits from farming the lands, which was also sent to Mr. Robert Marren,
Solicitor, Mullingar on the 5th of December, 2015 for his consideration.
05/12/14 Michael Gavin to Marren Page 115
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5. Marren awarded Elderly Michael Gavin and his widowed sister €12,500 plus interest less than
what they were entitled to, and also held on to the funds from the land sale for nearly 2 years
for no good reason.
05/07/13 Marren to Gavin & Linney enclosing copy letter dated 3rd of July, 2013 from T & N
McLyim, Solicitors Page 65
11/11/14 Michael Gavin to Robert Marren Page 94
11/11/14 Marren to Gavin Page 100
05/12/14 Michael Gavin to Marren Page 111
6. Marren deduct €3,764.91 from Eileen Linney for Animals she never owned.
11/11/14 Marren to Gavin Page 100
7. Robert B. Marren did not provide a “detailed bill of costs” despite repeated persistent written
requests.

In the letter (11/11/14 Marren to Eileen Linney incorporating detailed reply to
Michael Gavin’s letter of the 17th of October, 2014;) point 4 (b) Marren states that “a
Bill of costs will be furnished with revised Distribution Account”
11/11/14 Marren to Gavin page 96
Lie – He never did!
Several written requests were made to Marren for a “detailed bill of costs”
17/10/14 Michael Gavin to Marren Page 91 4(b)
06/02/2015 Gavin & Linney to Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitor Page 126 (4)
11/04/2015 Linney to Marren Page 129 (4)
13/04/2015 Gavin to Marren Page 130 (6)
19/05/2015 Linney to Marren Page 133
09/05/2015 Gavin to Marren Page 137
17/06/2015 Linney to Marren Page 143
We are of the opinion that the devil is in the detail and that is why Marren refuses to furnish
a “detailed bill of cost” for his excessive fee of €40,892.53
8. Marren squandered the estate assets and hired an additional accountant to oversee the
accounts

a) Marren did not seek our approval for Damien Hannigan & Company Limited
Chartered Accountant, Mullingar. Why was he hired against our explicate wishes to
oversee the accounts of Catherine O’Conner. He charged in our opinion an excessive
fee of €8,751.45 which we consider to be extremely expensive and an unnecessary
expense. Although he was hired to oversee the accounts his fee is in excess of
Catherine O’Conner’s fee. John Glynn, Solicitor, Patrick Hogan & Co. did not put the
Estate to the additional expense of hiring an additional Accountant so it begs the
question why did Robert B. Marren?
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15/11/13 Damien Hannigan & Co. Limited, Account of fees due page 107
b) Marren refused to provide the correct invoice for Catherine O’Conner. Her invoice
states Total Amount Due €584.25 while Cash Account dated 18th July, 2014 “Fees
paid to Catherine O’ Connor €6,857.25.
30/01/14 Invoice of O'Connor & Co., Accountants page 118
18/07/14 Robert Marren & Co., Cash Account page 110
c) We are of the opinion that Marren refuses to provide the correct invoice for Catherine
O’Connor because it was she who did the work and Marren’s accountant’s invoice
will highlight the work duplication.
9. The Estate was charged €1,230 for Willie Penrose’s opinion but no invoice was
provided despite repeated persistent written requests.

a) Marren did not seek approval for seeking William Penrose B.L opinion.
18/07/14 Robert Marren & Co., Cash Account page 110
b) Despite numerous written requests No Invoice for William Penrose B.L. or
explanation of why his opinion was sought.
***17/10/14 Michael Gavin to Marren page 91
06/02/2015 Gavin & Linney to Tony Henry Tormeys Solicitor page 126 (4)
11/04/2015 Linney to Marren Requesting answers to 5 questions page 129
13/04/2015 Gavin to Marren Requesting answers to 7 questions.page 130

c) A conversation on social media raises suspicions that Willie Penrose was not Paid for
his “opinion”.
26/07/2015 Twitter Conversation with “Paul1878” Page 172

10. No Invoice for John Dolan Auctioneer and breakdown of the fee he was paid was
provided
a) Marren did not seek approval for John Dolan Auctioneer Ballinasloe Co. Galway.
b) The auctioneer John Dolan did advertise the auction extensively with full and half
page ads in newspapers.
c) We would argue that based on the amount of interest and bids made at the auction that
these ads served no purpose other than to promote John Dolans Auctioneering service
as a whole. A free mention in the local parish newsletter would have sufficed.
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11. T & N McLynn Solicitors, Athlone summon (special) Mike Gavin and Eileen Linney
to the High Court attempting to sell his home along with the farm and failed after
three days squandering estate assets with fees in the High Court.
Bearing in mind that the beneficiaries and their Solicitor T & N McLynn were well
aware that Michael Gavin was entitled to live in the home for the rest of his days per
his father’s will which they were all furnished with a copy of.
12. T & N McLynn Solicitors prepared and his sister Kathleen O Keefe tricked Michael Gavin
into signing their lease agreement on 27th August without providing Michael Gavin an
opportunity to read over same carefully or to consider the matter. Consequently Michael
Gavin was forced to get legal advice in order to amend a number of the conditions including
his agreement to “having fully restored the lands to grassland by ploughing and reseeding by
no later than the 31st of July 2015.”

13. Peter D. Jones THREATEN Elderly Michael Gavin Not to PEACEFUL Protest
outside Robert Marren Solicitors Office
01/04/2016 Peter D. Jones State Solicitor to 84 Year Old Michael Gavin Page 181
14. Peter D. Jones State Solicitor has yet to respond to Elderly Michael Gavin’s request for 7
pieces of evidence and answers to 20 questions.
12/04/2016 Michael Gavin to State Solicitor Peter D. Jones Page 183
15. Mr. Robert Marren, Solicitor allowed confusion to arise in relation to the exact disbursement
of funds held by him.
16. Grossly delayed, without reasonable explanation, the administration of the estate, the
deceased person having died in 2005 some ten years ago.
17. Mr. Robert Marren, Solicitor showed a complete disregard for the interests of the
beneficiaries, whom Mr. Marren, Solicitor, knew to be elderly, and by his conduct is
depriving two of the beneficiaries, of the enjoyment of their share in the estate.
18. Accounting mistakes and lack of clarity.
19. Mr. Marren Solicitor, showed a complete disregard for my instructions known me to be
elderly (83 years old), and by his conduct has deprived my sister Eileen Linney and I the
opportunity to have our well founded objections addressed prior to his swift closing.
20. Mr. Marren threatened us that he would distribute the Estate unless we engaged a Solicitor to
issue proceedings to prevent him. Although we did attempt same in vain, it now transpires
that Solicitors generally do not challenge each other in this manner. We were informed by a
Solicitor after the Estate assets were distributed that Solicitors would not challenge Mr.
Marren as he was the son in law of a prominent retired Solicitor.
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Complaint to Law Society of Ireland re Peter D. Jones State Solicitor for Robert B.
Marren
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